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One of the most prominent figures in the international
labour movement, G. V. Plekhanov, was an eminent theorist, a gifted propagandis't and defender ol Marxism.
His writings on. philosophy were an important co.ntribution to the development of social thought in Russia.
Indeed, Lenin called them the flnest in international
Marxist literature.
His works exerted an indelible influence in substantiating dialectical and historical materialism and scientiflc
socialism, as well as in the history of philosophy, ethics
and aesthetics, logic and psychology. He was the author
of a number of original ideas which creatively substan.
tiated and developed certain highly important philosoph'
ical tenets of Marxism
Plekhanov brought forward a correct historical ap'
praisal of Russian life at the close of the l9th century,
and his theoretical arguments, which proved the need for
a working-class party as a decisive factor in ending the
crisis the country was going through, were oi considerable
importance for the destiny of Russia as a whole.
G. V. Plekhanov was born in 1856 in a land-owning
family of tt,e small gentry in Tambov Gubernia. He
joined the Narodnikl revolutionary movement in the seven'
ties, during his student days, and on instructions from
the revolutionary centre he emigrated to Switzerland in
1880 to escape arrest by the tsarist police. He spent quite
a number oi years in that country, making a study of
socialist literature, Marx' and Engels's philosophical and
economic works, and the world labour rnovement.

In lBB3 Plekhanov came out for the first time in defence
and substantiation of Marx and Engels's theory. He
organized abroad the Emancipation of Labour group, the
first Russian Marxist group, which played an important
part in fostering revolutionary consciousness in progressive-minded representatives of Russia's working ,class in
the early stages of its development.
That same year Plekhanov's first Marxist work Socialism

and the Pottticat Struggle was published and sent to
Russia. A work of outstanding social significance, it
scathingly criticized the old theories in which the Narodniks, the Russian revolutionaries of the.time, had grounded their activities.
In 1884 Plekhanov wrote his second book, Our Differences which, continuing his criticism oi Narodnik views,
stated that the time had come for a working-class party
to be formed in Russia. "T,he earliest possible organization of a workers' party is the only means of resolving
all the economic and political contradictions of presentday Qussia. On that road success and victory lie ahead;
all other roads can lead only to defeat and impotence.'r*
Besides the two works just mentioned, viz., Socialism
and the Political Struggle (1883) and Our Differences
(1884), Plekhanov wrote many other Marxist works, important among which are For Hegel's Sixtieth Anniaersarg (1891), The Deoelopment of the Monisi Viea of
Historg (1895) , Augustin Thierry and the Maierialistic
Conception ol Historg (1895), ,4rz Outline Historg of
Materialism (1896), On the Materialistic Conception'of
Historg (1897) , The Role of the Indtaidual in Historg
(1898) and articles directed against Eduard Bernstein,
Conrad Schmidt, Pyotr Struv6, Alexander Bogdanov, and
Tom65 Carrigue Masaryk.** These and many other of his
* See G. V. Plekhanov, SeLected Philosophical lVorks, Vol. I, Gospolitizdat Publishing House, 1956, p. 364.
** For these works by Plekhanov see: G. V. Plekhanov, Selected Dh:
losophical Vorks, Vols. I, II. Gospolitizdat Publishing House, 1956.

writings contain a briiliant defence, substantiation and development of Marxist theory.
The ideas of dialectical materialism an,d scientiflc socialism set forth in his book The Dertelopment of the
Monist Vieo of Historg (1895), his rnost important philosophical work, dynamited the o1d Narodnik teachings,
which the realities of life had already refuted, and encouraged in genuine fighters for eman,cipation a sense oi
confidence in the victory of revolution, and helped educate

true revolutionaries.
In Plekhanov's works attention is focussed, in the main,
on problems of historical materialism, scientific socialism, the history of philosophy, and criticism of
bourgeois sociology. He subjected pre-Marxist systems
of philosophy to prof ound scientific analysis and
criticism, revealing their strong and weak points and
explaining their inability to interpret the laws of social
development.

In unmasking all attempts to gloss over the difference
between the principles of Marxism and all pre-Marxist
philosophical teachings, Plekhanov showed convincingly
that the substantiation of dialectical and historical materialism and the theory of scientiflc socialism was a revolution in philosophical and social thought.
Utopian Socialism of the Nineteenth Centurg was written in 1913, when Plekhanov, though in the main still a
dialectical materialist, had diverged from revotutionary
Marxism in cerfain highly essential matters of Marxist
thgory, and taken up an opportunist stand.
An analysis ol this work will, however, reveal that
even in this Menshevik period of his activities Plekhanov,
in his historical and philosophical studies, remained true
to the principles of historical materialism. Dealing with
the Utopian socialists of England, France and Germany,
this study is marked by a profoundly scientific analysis
of the subject. Though the author says that he was unable
to make a study of the social movements that produced

the Utoplan soctalists' ideas, his exposition of their views
points, in passing a's it were, to certain highly important
historical facts that conditioned both the character and
the direction of the development of these ideas.
What Plekhanov makes a thorough study of is the theoretical sources the Utopian socialists drew from, and
the latters' special contribution to the treasure-house of
theoretical thought.
This contribution is considered for each of the three
countries under review, and moreover is sho'wn through
an analysis of concrete historical conditions. At the same
time the author shows that all three s,chools stemmed from
the materialistic philosophy of the Enlightenment in l8thcentury France, which in its time wasthe summit of philosophical thought.
Plekhanov consistently develops the thought that Hol'
bach, Helv6tius, Diderot and their adherents were mili'
tant materialists and ideologists of the French bourgeoisie
of that revolutionary period oi its history when it came
out boldiy and resolutely against feudalism and against
all mediaeval conceptions and institutions. In his analysis
of materialism, atheism, the theory of knowledge, the
ethical and historical views of the French materialists and
their criticism of feudalism, Plekhanov reveals both their
strong and their weak points.
As Plekhanov very correctly points out, French mate'
rialism, with all its shortcomings, was a most important
landrnark in the development of mankind's theoretical
thinking. Eighteenth-century French literature orves its
lasting value to the close ties of French materialism with
the needs of the time, its withering criticism of feudalism,
and its militant and consistent atheism.
,ln their theories, all lgth-century Utopian socialists
proceeded from the 18th century materialists' premise that
human virtues and vices are determined by circumstances,
and that human character is not divinely ordained but
results from the influence exerted by man's environment.
10

Most of Plekhanov's attention is directed towards the
views of the British Utopian socialists Ctrarles Hall,
Robert Owen and William Thompson, whose main service
to mankind Plekhanov sees in their scathing criticism
of the capitalist system. In his principal work The Effects
of Cioilization on the People in European Slales Hall
showed that, as the-capitalists amassed wealth, the m'asses
became ever more impoverished. "The wealt'h or power of
the one increasing," he vr'rote, "is the cause of the increase

of poverty and subjection of the other.""
This. Hall went on to say, fo,sters the development

of
class contradictions and the class struggle. This struggle
however is an unequal one since the working class is
always forced to give in, for it does not possess the wherewithal to wage it.
Tremendous inequality in the distribution of property
is the most characteristic feature of present-day bourgeois
civilization
The same idea, i.e., that poverty springs from inequality,
was developed by Owen and other Utopian socialists.
"The world is now saturated with wealth," Owen
rvrote, "with inexhaustible means of still increasing itand yet misery abounds! Such at this moment is the actual
state of human s,ociety."**
The growth oi inequality, the continuing impoverish'
ment of the working classes and the mounting wealth of
the capitalists caused the greatest anxiety to Utopian
socialists ol all lands, who devoted much thought to ways
and means of removing this palpable tendency in 1gth'
century social development.
They were preoccupied with the proble,rn of checking
this inexplicable phenomenon . and setting up social relations that would enable the worker to get the wealth he
himself created; if he could not obtain the total product
* See page 20 of the present edition.

** See page 24 of the present edition.
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of his labour, things should be arranged in such a way
that the worker's share of the product should not ,be so
miserably small.
Bourgeois s,ocial relati,ons were criticized by the Utopian
socialists, who emphasized that the chief reason of the
masses' distress under capitalism lay in the means of
production being private property.
The Frenoh Utopian socidlists Louis Blanc, Jean Qeynaud, and Pierre Leroux more ,or less clearly saw the
fundamental social contradiction of their time as the
op,positeness of the bourgeoisie to the people (Louis
Blanc) and even as the o,ppositeness of the proletariat
and the bourgeoisie, trvo classes comprising the people
and differing in ttheir interests (Pierre Leroux).
A11 the Utopian socialists agreed that education plays
an important part in the formation of human chara,cter,
and that man is fashioned by his environment; hence the
demand that all social institutions should direct their
aotivities to improving the most numerous and povertystricken class morally, intellectually and physically
(Saint-Simon).
A distinctive feature ol their outlook was also their flrm
belief in mankind's progre'ssive development; however, as
Plekhanov correctly points out, they thought that "it is
not merely a faith in pr,ogress that is a distinctive ieature
of socialism, but the ,conviction that progress leads to the
abolition of 'exploitation of man bu'man.' This conviction
is insistently repeated in the Saint-Simonists' speeches and
writings."*
The German Utopian socialists (Wilhelm Weitling)
were close to a realization that the character of future
society is determined by the objective course of social
development as expressed in the class struggle.
"He (i.e., Weitling-M.S.) said that any replacement
of the old by the new is revolution," Plekhanov writes.

*

See page 53 of the present edition,
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"Therefore oommunists cannot but be revolutionaries'
Revolutions however will not always be sanguinary. To
communists a peaceable revolution is preierable to a
sanguinary one, but the course of such changes does not
ciepend on them but on the behaviour of the upper classes
and of governments."*
It is in this way that Plekhanov leads the reader to
realizing tlLat the Utopian socialist's' ideas were one of
the theoretical sources of Marxism. Expressing the intelests of the masses exploited by capital the Utopian socialists aitempted to produce theoretical proof of the need
for the refasihioning of society, and brought forth a
number of brilliant conjectures regarding oomrnunist
society.

However, 'dhen it came to ways and means oi bringing
about the desired changes in society, the pre-Marxist
socialists immediately revealed their helplessness, their
Utopianism, and es,pecially because they could noi understand the laws of capitalist develo,pment. They were eager
to create a social system which would contain n'o poor,
rich, slaves or masters. "But Utopian socialism took little
account of the course of historical development' Indeed,
Owen often said that the new social order might come
suddenly, 'like a thief in the night'' "** The Utopian socialists had no faith in the initiative of the masses, whose
emancipation they had given so much thought to and for
whose advantage they grudged nothing. Most of them
were in favour of peace between the classes and hoped
to bring about the social revolution without any stmggle,
through persuasion of those who wielded power in society.

Saint-Simon, Fourier and the other Utopian socialists
condemned the French Revolution of 1789, which they
called "a horrifying outburst." The Utopian socialists
failed to understand that only the class struggle, the rev-

*
*r

See page 66 of ihe ,present edition.
See page 29 oi the present edi,tion.
IE

oiutionary remodeiling of society can lead to the slave
of yesterday becoming a free citizen, economically and
spiritually independent of the capitalist, his master " of
yesterday, and that the only way to refashion society is
to have the workers, the working people take part in the
revolutionary struggle.
Utopian socialism's principal shortooming lies precisely in its failing to discern the force capable of radically reiashioning present-day capitalist society. As Plekhanov put it, the Utopian socialists demanded that "property inequality should be done away with by those very
people who enjoyed all the advantages it provided."*
This shortcoming was removed by Marxism, which showed
that the emancipation of the workers is a matter for the
workers themselves. For the task of emancipation to be
successfully fulfllled, the workers must form their own

working-class party, militant, well-disciplined and
equipped with the most advanced revolutionary theory.
"Without a revolutionary theory," Plekhanov vrrote,
"there is no revolutionary movement in the true sense of
the word. Any class which strives for its emancipation,
any political party which aims at dominance, is revolu-

tionary only insolar as it represents the most progressive
social trends and consequently is a vehicle of the most
progressive ideas of its time. An idea which is inherently
revolutionary is a kind of dynamite which no other explosive in the world can replace."**
Plekhanov considered Marxism that very kind of theory
that explains the working class's real tasks. It is only
in Marxism that the working class finds a victory-bringing weapon that will help accomplish the revolutionary
refashioning of bourgeois society into a socialist society.
Thus, critically analyzing the views of the Utopian
socialists, with their inability t,o discover and scientifl* See page 23 of the present edition.
** See G. V. Plekhanov, Selected
Philosophical lVorks, Vol. I, Gos-

politizdat Publishing House, 1956, p.
14

95.

ca1ly establish the laws of historical develo,pment, Plekhanov revealed the great signif,cance of Marx and Engels's trheory of scientific socialism. He consi,dered the
appearance of scientific socialism a portentous event and
a vital turning point in the history ol human thought.
G. V. Plekhanov's Utopian Socialism of tlte Nineteenth
Centurg contains a scientific analysis of pre-Marxist
socialist ideas in the 19th century. It provides a convincing and vivid account of the role and significan'ce of
the Utopian socialists as precursors of scientiflc socialism.
M.

Sidoroo

UIOPIAN SOCIATISM OF

THE

NINETEENTH CENTURY,

As is always and everywhere the case, Wesi-European
letters of the flrst half of the 19th century were an expression of social life. Since phenomena whose sum total
irad led to the emergence ol the so-called social problem
in social theory were beginning to play an important part
in the life of society oi the period, it might be appropriate
to prelace a review oi that literature with a brief survey
oi ihe Utopian socialists' teachings. Though it lies with'
out the scope of the history of literature in the narrow
sense of the term, a survey of this kind will provide a
better understanding of literary trends proper. Lack of
s,pace, however, has obliged me to conflne myself to-the
most important shades of 19th-ceniury Utopian sociaiistn
and the principal influen,ces that determined their development.

As Engels pointed out in his polemic with Duhring,3
19th-century iocialism seems at first glan'ce merely . a
further development of the conclusions arrived at by the
philosophy of lSth-century Enlightenment. As an illustrathe fact that socialist theorists of the
tion t rt itt
"it.
period under consideration were anything but averse.to
ippealing to natural laa,a which featured so prominently
in-ttre reasoning of the French Enli'ghteners. There can
be no doubi tha-i the socialists unreservedly accepted the
philosophical attitude towards Man adhered to by the
bnlighteners in general, and by La Mettrie, Holbach,
Didelot and Helv6tius in France and David Hartley and
Joseph Priestley in Britain in particular. Thus, William
Godwin (1756-iffi6) proceeded from the materialists'

premise that each man's virtues and vices are determined
by circumstances whose sum total f,orms the history of his
1ife.* Hence Godwin drew the conclusion that vice could
be driven out of the world if the sum total mentioned
above were giv,en the proper character. It remained for
him only to decide what measures were capable of instilling the necessary ch'aracter in the above sum of circumstances, whioh is precisely the problem dealt with
in his principal work Inquirg Concerning Political lustice
and lts Infl,uence on General Virtue and Happiness, which
appeared in 1793. The conclusions Godwin arrived at were
very close to #hat is now called anarchistic communism.
In this respect many l9th-century socialists were at great
variance with him, but they all agreed with him in taking
as the point of depalture the theory of the formation of
the human character which he had learnt from the materialists.
Such was the most important theoretical influence providing the foundation for the socialist teaching of the
l9th century. The most decisive practical influences were
those of England's industrial revolution at the close of
the l8th century, as well as the political upheaval know'n
as the Great French Qevolution, especially its terrorist
period. As can well be understood, the influence of the
industrial revolution made itself most felt in England,
and that of the Great Revolution, in Fran,ce.
A.

ENGLISH UTOPIAN SOCIALISM

I

I

am giving first place to England ,because she was
the first country to go through the industrial revolution
which for a long time determined the consequent internal
history of civilized societies. That revolution was marked

* In Leslie Stephen's opinion Godwin was more akin in intelto the'French pre-Revolutionary theorists than

lectual temperameni
2-2955
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by the rapid development of machine production, tllhi.ch
ahected relations in production in the sense that independent producers became hired workers employed at
more or less large-scale enterprises under the control,
and to the advantage, of capitalists' This change in production relations brought England's working population
much bitter and prolonged suffering, these harmlul consequences being later aggravated by the so-called "encloiures" aocompanied by large-scale farming taking the
place of the small holdings. The reader will realize that
ihe "enclosures," i.e., the appropriation of common lands
by the big landowners, and the "consolidation" of petty
trbldings lnto large-scale farms, was bound to lead to
, considerable part of the rural population leaving the
land for the industrial centres. It is also clear that the
country-f,olk who had been driven out ol their native parts
swelled the number of "hands" on the labour market,

thereby brringing wages down. Never belore had pauperism
assumed such menacing proportions in England as during

the period immediately following the "industrial revolution.;' In 1784 the poor rates were 5/per inhabitant; in
l8l8 they had gone up to l3i3d. The poverty-stricken
working population of England were in a state ol constant
unrest:-firm-labourers were setting farms on fire, while
factory workers were wrecking machinery. These were
the firit and as yet unconscious steps along the road of
protest, made by the expl'oited against the exploiters'
it was only a small section of the working class that, at
the beginning of this period, achieved a degree of intellectual development enabling it to wage a conscious
struggle f,or a better fuiure. This section came under the
impact of radical political theories and was in sympathy
anv other British thinker. (See Historg of English Thought in the
Etkhteenth Centurg by Leslie Stephen. 2nd edition' Londo-n'. IEBI '
,oi. rr. o. zo+.t Evdn ii"we assume that that is the case, still Godwin's
ooini,ii'aJpariure is the same as, for instance, Robert owen's, Fourier's
br "the othrir leading socialists of the European continent'

with the Frenoh revoluti,onaries. As early as 1792 there
had arisen lhe London Corresponding Societg,s whose
membership contained quite a number of workers, artisans

and petty traders. Following the practice of revolutionary
France, members of this society addressed each other as
citizens, and displayed a highly revolutionary temper,
especially after the execution of Louis XVI. However
small the democratic segment capable of being carried
away by the advanced ideas of the times, its dangerous
f,rame oi mind greatly alarmed the ruling circles, who
rvere fearfully following the course of events in France.
The British Government instituted a series of repressive
measures against the native brand of Jacobins, so as to
whittle down freedom ol speech, union and assembly.6
At the same time the u,p,per classes' ideologists felt it
incumbent upon them to bolster tihe police's protective
endeavours by turning the "spiritual aeapon" against the
revolutionaries. One of the literary monuments ol this
intellectual reaction was Malthus's inquiry into the law
of population,T a sensational piece of writing, which was
a reply to Godwin's above-mentioned work on "political
justice." While ,Godwin laid all human troubles at the
door of governments and social institutions, Malthus
attempted to show that they are engendered not by governments or institutions, but by an inexorable law of
Nature, owing to which population grows faster than
means of subsistence do.
While it had such dire effects on the conditions of the
working class, England's industrial revolution also meant
a tremendous development of the country's productive
'forces. This fact riveted the attention ol all research
workers, and gave many of them the occasion to assert
that the suffer'ings of the working class were of a temporary character, for on the whole things were progressing
very nicely. This optimistic view was however not shared
by all, for there were people who were incapable of looking
with such Olympian calm upon the sufferings of others. It
2*
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was the boldest and most thoughtful of such people that
created the socialist literature of England in t'he first half
of the last century.*
In 1805 Dr. Charles Hall (1745-1825) published an inquirys into the effects of "civilization"-what he meant
was the gro,irrth of productive forces in the civilized
countries-on the conditions of the toiling masses. In this
publication Hall demonstrated that the masses were growing poorer as a consequence of "civilization": "The wealth
or power of the one increasing," he wr'ote, "is the cause o'f
the incr,ease of poverty and subjection of the other'"*t
This assertion is of great importance ior the history
of theory, for it shows how, in the person of C,harles Hall,
English socialism'clearly realized that the interests of
the "wealthy" and the "poor" classes are in mutual opposition. It should be noted that by the "poor" class Hall
meant the class ol people living by the sale of their
"labour," i.e., proletarians, while he called "wealthy" the
ca,pitalists and the landowners, whose well-being is based
on the economic exploitation of the 'rpoor."
Since the "wealthy" live by the economic exploitation
of the "poor," the interests ,of these two classes are in
direct opposition to each other. Hall's book contains a
section (lV) which is entitled On'the Different Interests
of the Rich and the Poor. Here the author's line of argument might be summed urp as follows.
TTEErGiclosures" gave rise to an entire literature- on the-agrarian problem. This literature, e.g., the writings ol Thomas Spence,
Williim Ogilvie and Thomas P.a-ine, was-outstandin-g in its way. and
did rnuch t6 encourage the development of socialist theory in England.
However, I am una'61e to deal with this literature il only for the

reason that since it belongs to the i8th century it lies even chronologically
outside the scope of my theme.
-** Sihce
Enslish sociaiist publications of the first half oi the l9th
century are veiy hard to corire by, I have had to quote f-rom recent
Germin translaiions in referrins to some of them. B. Oldenberg's
German translation of Hall's fdot (O;e lVirkungen der Zirtilisation
auf die Massenl is the iourth issue (Leipzig 1905) in the series
Hduptaerke des'sozialismus und der Sozialpolilih published by- the
late Professor G. Adler. My quotation from Hall has been taken from

page 29

in

Oldenberg's translation.
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Every rich man is to be considered as the buger, every
poor man as the seller, of labour. It is in the interest
of the rich man to get as much of the work of the poor
man and to give him as little for it as he can. In other
words he wants to get the greatest possible part of the
product created by the worker's labour. The worker, on
the ,other hand, strives to get as much of that product as
he possibly can. Hence the struggle between them, but
one in which they are unequally matched. Without the
me,ans of subsistence, the workers are usually worsted, in
the way the garrison oi a fortress that is short of provisions is obliged to capitulate. Moreover, workers' strikes,
it should be remembered, are often put down by the military, while very few countries have laws to prevent masters from combining for the purpose of lowering wages.
Hall compared the conditions of the farm-labourer with
those of beasts oI burden. If there was any difference
between them, then that was not in the labourer's favour,
for the death of an ox or a h'orse was a loss to the owner,
while he lost nothing if his worker died.* The masters
were resolute in maintaining their wealth and privileges
in the struggle against the workers, who, on the ,oontrary,
were no,t equally active in their struggle against the employers, for their poverty had deprived them of the economic and moral power of resistance.** Besides, the employers had on their side the might of the law which
ruthlessly punished any en,croachment on property
rights.*** In view of all this, the question arose as to
the share of the nation's annual income that accrued to
the working class as a whole. Hall calculated that this
class received only one-eighth of the values created by its
labour, the other seven-eighths going to the "masters."

* Charles Hall, The Effects ol Cioilization on the People in
** Ibid., pp. 93-94.
*** Ibid., p. 168.
It should be noted that at that time workels'

European States, London, 1850, p. 92.

were
rere punishable offences under British criminal law.
2t

This conclusion cannot of course be considered exact,
for Hall underestimated the share of the national income
going to the workers. The reader will, how'ever, r,ealize
that there is now not the least necessity to expose our
author's error. On the contrary the fact should be noted
that despite this quantitativ'e error he had a good understanding of the eoonomic natur,e of capitalism's exploitation of hired labour.
Crime follows in the wake of rpoverty. In Hall's
words, "I cannot help considering all, or almost all that
which is called original corruption and evil disposition
to be the effects of the system of civilization; and particularly that prominent feature of it, the great inequality
of property."* Civilizati,on ,perverts the poor through
material deprivation, and creates in their "masters" vices
peculiar to the rich, and in the first place the very worst
of vices-a proneness f6 o'ppress one's fellow men. That
is why social morals would gain very rnuch from the
r,emoval oi inequality in the possession ol pr,operty. Can
tihat inequality be removed? Hall thought that it could,
and quoted three historical instances of property equality
having been established: flrstly, among the Jews, secondly, among the Spartans, and thirdly, in Paraguay under
the government of the Jesuits. "ln all these cases, as far
as we know, it was in a great degree successful."**
When it came to the problem of how to remove property inequality Hall pressed lor extreme caution, and
not caution alone. He believed that reform should he
carried out by people who had no privat'e interest in it
and were not carried away by passions. Such people
were not to be found among the oppressed, who would
force the pace. It would be better to appeal to the rich,
Ior when something does not affect ourselves bu,t those
who are str,angers to us we shall not be in too great a
hurry 'to carry out the demands of justice, no matter how
t+.
**

.fri3.

Ibid., p.

223.

high our regard for them. "It would be better, therefore,
that the redress of the grievances of the poor should originate from the rich themselves."* In other words social
peace required thai property inequality should be done
away with by those very people who enjoyed all the
advantages it provided. This approach was ,oharacteristic
not only of Hall: the vast majority of socialists living at
the period under consideration, not only in Britain but on
the Continent too, had the same point of view in this
matter. In this, Robert Owen,t* the greatest of the
English Utopian so,cialists, stood very close to Hall.
1I
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From the beginning of 1800 Owen ,own,ed a large spinning mill in New Lanark, Scotland. The "poor" employed
at this mill, who worked long hours for very poor pay,
drank heavily, were often taken up f'or theft, and in
genelal stood on a very low level of intellectual and moral
development. When he took over the New Lanark mill,
Owen immediately began to improve the workers' conditions: he reduced working hours lo 10t12 hours, and when
the mill came to a standstill because of a shortage of raw
materials he did not discharge the "poor," as v/as, and
still is, usually done whenever "hitches" or crises arise,
but continued paying them full wages for several months.
He also displayed much concern for the upbringing and
education of children, and was the flrst to organize kindergartens in England. These efforts yielded excellent results
in all respects, leading to a noticeable improv,ement in
the workers' morals, for a sense of their human dignity
had awakened in them. At the same time the mill's earnings increased considerably. All this, taken together, made
New Lanark most attractive to those who, full o,f the milk
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of human kindness, were nothing averse to sparing

the

while keeping the wolves from starving. Owen won
f ame as a philanthropist, and people of even the very highest rank would visit New Lanark to voice their admiration at the way the well-being of the "poor" was being
taken care of. However, Owen himself was n,ot at all satisfied with what he had been able to achieve at New Lanark.
With full justice he would say that though his workers were
comparatively in a fair way they were still his slaoes, and
little by little this philanthropist, who had won praise
from even dyed-in-the-wo'ol reactionaries for his benevolence to his workers, developed into a s,ocial reformer,
whose "extremes" horrified all "respectable" people in the
United Kingdom.
Like Hall, Owen ril/as amazed by the paradox of the
growth in Britain's productive forces leading to the impoverishment of the very people that operated th,em. "The
world is now saturated with wealth," he said, "wit)tt
inexhaustible means of still increasing it-and yet misery
abounds! Such at this moment is the actual state of
human society." It could become wealthy, happy and
enlightened, but it was still steeped in ignorance, most of
its members living in appalling poverty and semi-starvation. It should not remain in that state; a change for the
better was needed, and the change would be most easy.
"The world knous and feels the existing evil: it will look
at the new order of things proposed-approve-wilt the
change, and it is done."*
For the wor,ld to ap,prove the proposed reform, it would
have first to learn what man is by nature, what he has
become under the impact of his environment and can
become in new conditions created in accordance with the
requirem,ents of reason. As Owen put it, before man could
---See-liii
puDllsneo in
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be wise and happy, his mind must be borrn again.*
To encourage tlhe rebirth of man's mind Orven wrote his
celebrated Essags on the formation of human character.**
Like Godwin, Owen was convinced that man's charact'er is determined by' his social environment, which is
independent of his will. It is from that environment that
he gets the views and habits that induce him to behave
in one way or another. That is why, through the appropriate measures, the populaiion of any country or even of
the whole world can be endowed with any character, from
the worst to the finest. The necessary means are in the
possession of governments, which can achieve a state of
things wherein people can live without knowledge of
poverty, crime or punishment, all of which are consequences of miseducation and misrule. Since the aim of
govern,ment is to make both rulers and governed ha,p,Py,
those who wield political power should immediately
address ihemselves to reforming the social structure.***
The first step towards this reform should consist in
making it known to all and sundry that no person belonging to the present generation shall be deprived of his
property. This should be followed by the declaration of
freedom of conscience and the abolition of institutions
exerting an evil influence on public morals, the revision
of the poor laws, and, last and most important, by a
series of measures directed towards enlightening and
educating the people.
"Every state, to be well governed, ought to direct its
chief attention to the formation oi character; . . . the best
governed state will be that which sha1l possess the best

I
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Essays,

national system of education."* The system of education
should be uniform for the whole state.
Almost all of Owen's subsequent writings and agitation
were directed towards further development of the views
I have just cited, and to their ardent public defence. Thus,
holding that a man's character is conditioned by his 'environment, Owen raised the issue of the degree in which
the conditions surrounding the English worker of the time
from his childhood operated in his favour. Since he was
familiar with the life of the working class, if only from
his New Lanark observations, Owen could reply to the
question he had posed only to the effect that the conditions he had named were quite unfavourable. As he put it,
the gradual diff'usion of manufactures throughout a country was ruining the character of its inhabitants, this
change for the worse making them miser,able. A moral evil
of this kind was most regrettable, but it would remain
inescapable until countered by legislation.** Moreover,
the struggle brooked no delay. If the workers' conditions
at the time were far worse than ,previously, they would
deteriorate more and more as time went on. It.was highly
probable that England's exports of manufactured goods
had attained their utmost height, and that the competition
of other states would lead to a fall in England's exports,
which would also have a highly adverse influence on the
conditions of the working class.***
Owen wanted Parliament to pass a law whereby
working hours at machine-operated factories should be
limited to l0tf2, and em,ployment of children under l0
and illiterates even of over, l0 should be prohibited. This
quite definitely amounted to a demand for the passing of
---Owenlfssays,
p.
** See Obseroations 149.
on the Eftects of the Manufacturino Sustem:

actorg laas, and, presented by Owen "in the name of the
millions of the neglected poor,"lo was met in some part by
an act of Parliament in 1819.11 It is to be regretted that
this Act, which met Owen's demands in very niggardly
fashion, was in fact a dead letter, for Parliament took no
practical steps to ensure its being carried out. The authorities charged with factory inspection laten testifled that
'iprior to the Act of 1833,12 young persons and children
were worked all night, and all day, or bolh ad libitum."x
Besides demanding factory legislation Owen, as we
know, wanted the poor laws revised,ra und special villages
arranged for the unemployed, where the inhabitants
would be able to engage in agricultural and industrial
pursuits. Owen placed great hopes on such "villages of
unity and mutual cooperation," for he thought that serious steps could be taken there to give working people
a proper education and in,culcate in them a reasonable
view upon life. Since he believed that such "villages"
could easily become prosperous, he felt sure that they
would be a flrst step towards a social organization that
would know neither "rich" nor "p,oor," neither "masters" nor
"slaves." He proposed that society should "nationalize the
poor,"** on the ground that, according to his original plan,
the system of education should, as I have already pointed
out in discussing the contents of his Essays on the formation of human character, be uniform all over the country.
As far back as l8l7 Owen made out a detailed schedule
of all the expenses entailed in the creation of "villages
of unity and mutual cooperation."*'*<*( It would now be
quite superfluous to add that the rulers had not the least
intention of putting his plans into practice. True, they
modifled the poor law in 1834, but not in the direction our
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reformer had indicated. Instead of "villages of u,nity and
mutual cooperation" those who stood in need of aid from
the community were sent to work-houses, which v/ere convict prisons in everything but name.l5
Despite his failure to induce the "rulers" to institute
social reform, Owen did not lose faith i,n their good will,
but felt it incumbent to pursue his cherished ends with
his own resources and the aid of those who shared his
views. He therefore undertook the loundation ,of communist colonies in the United Kingdom and in North America.
These attempts to accomplish a communist ideal within
the narrow framework of a single settlement ended in
failure and almost ruined Owen. He himself revealed the
chief of the numerous causes of this failure when he said
that for such undertakings to be successful the participairts therein would have to possess certain moral qualities, which they did not always possess because of the
corrupting influence of the social environment on the
human character. What thus emerged was that the communist colo,nies were required to give people a proper
education, while on the other hand an education of this
kind was a prerequisite for those colonies to be successful. This contradiction, which led to the collapse of s,o
many most noble intentions in the course of the last century, can be resolved only by the historical process of society's development as a ahole, a process that. bg degrees
adapts people's characters to new conditions of existence
that arise likewise bg degrees. Utopian socialism, how.
ever, took little account of the course of historical development. Indeed, Owen often said that the new social
order might come suddenly, "like a thiel in the night."

III
In an address to a public meeting in 1817 Owen said
the following to his audience: "My friends, I tell you that
hitherto you have been prevented from even knowing what

happiness is, solely in consequence ol- the errors-gross
eriors-that have been combined with the fundamental
notions of every religion that has hitherto been taught to
men. And, in consequence, they have made man the most
being in existence'
inconsistent and the most miserable -been
made a weak,
has
he
systems
By the errors of these
or a miser"
ianati'c;
and
bigot
a
furious
imbecile animal;
pronounced
ever
had
Britain
in
one
No
able hypocrite."*
quite
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enough
were
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before,
such words
Orven,
against
countrythe
people
in
all "respectable"
who indied saw t6at such people shunned him as a blasphemer. This, lfiev.rer, did not in 'trhe least diminish eiiher his outs,pokenness or his faith in the good will of the
powers-that-6e. In October 1830 he delivered two lectures
bn "genuin,e religion," which gave a vague idea 9.f the distinctive features of "genuine" religious tea'ching** but testif,ed most vividly to the profound contempt the lecturer
had for all "hitherto existing religions." In his f,rst lecture
he call,ed the latter the sole cause of the disunity, mutual
hatred and crime that sadden human life; in the second he
said that they had turned the world into a huge madhouse'
He went on to assert the imperative need for measures
to combat them. A11 this again was more than enough to
infuriate all "worthy" gentlemen in the United Kingdom,
and it might have seemed that Owen should realize that
none of thise would approve of measures directed against
religions. This, however, was something that he did not
wish to realize.
In his second lecture he declared that those who had
learnt the truth were morally bound to help the Government put that truth into practice. He therefore called upon
his audience to petition King and both Houses of Parliament for a struggle to be conducted against religions. His
x Lile,
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Such a religion would evidently consist in a materialistic view
on nature, someivhat tempered by the usual phraseology oi deism

and supplemented with socialist morality.

of his environment, and at the same time asserted that
is people's opinions that mould the social environment
and all its characteristics. "C'est l'opinion qui gouverne

draft of the petition to the .(ing said that the latter certainly wanted his subjects to be happy, but their happiness
could be achieved only and exclusively by having itre unnatrrral religion they had unlortunately been brought up in
replaced by the religion o,f Truth and Nature. Finally, a religion of this kind could triumph without endangering society; or at worst with some temporary discomJort to it.
The (ing should therefore use his exalted position to induce his ministers to examine the role of ieligion in the
formation of human character. The petition to the two
Houses of Parliament was couched in similar terms.* The
two drafts were approved by the audience, but of course
they did not do the least good to Owen's cause.
The religious views that have developed on a given social foundation give the latter their sanction. Anybody
who attacks a religion shakes its social basis, which ii
why those who are interested in preserving a given sociai
order are not given to tolerance when it cofres to religious convictions. Still less are they inclined to wage a
struggle against religion. This was something that Owen
lost sight of, which meant that he was unable to drarv
all the practical conclusions that followed from his own
teaching on the formation of human character.
If any given individual's character is determined by the
conditions he is brought up in, it is evident that the character of any given social class is determined by its conditions too. A class that lives by exploiting other classes
will always be inclined to defend soiial injustice, not rise
up against it. Inasmuch as Owen hoped to induce the
aristocracy and the bourgeoisie to introduce reforms that
y9_uld put an end to society's division into classes, he
fell i,nto the same contradiction-without even noticing
the fact-that had been such a stumbling block to lgthl
century materialistic philosophy. This phllosophy taught
that man, with all his opinions and hablts, is ine prodict
- * Both lectures given.by.-Owe_n were published in a

le monde," the materialists asserted, all lSth-century Enlighteners concurring in this with them. The reason why
they appealed to more or less enlightened monarchs was
that they had an unshakable belief in the force of "opinion." Robert Owen too shared that unshakable belief. A
follower of the lSth-century materialists, he repeated after them that "opinions govern the world,"x and, following their example, he tried to enlighten the "rulers." In
his attitude towards the working class he was evidently
guided for a long time by the impressions he had received
at New Lanark. Whilst he spared no effort to help the
"working poor," he had no faith in their ability to take
independent action. LSince he lacked faith in that ability,
he could only advise them to follow'one course of actio,n,
namely, to engage in no struggle against the rich but
to behave in such a way that the latter should not be
afraid to institute sociai.reform. In April, 1819, he had
published in the press his Address to the V/orking C/asses**
in which, while regretfully stating that among working people there was much dissatisfaction with the conditions of life, he repeated that a man's character is
determined by his social environment. With this truth in
mind, working people should not, in his opinion, accuse
the "rich" lor their attitude towards the "poor." The rich
were influenced exclusively by an anxiety to preserve their
privileged social status. This striving should Sg les,pected
by working people. Moreover, if the privileged wishe,d to
amass more wealth, the workers should offer no o,pposition
in the matter. It was not the past that called for attention,
but the future, that is to say, attention should be locussed
exclusively on social reform. The reader may well ask
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what changes would be ;brought about y a reform that
would not only maintain privileges but would enrich the
privileged even more. In Owen's opinion the tremendous
produclive forces then commanded by mankind would
ieward the workers for all the concessions made by them,
if only those forces would be properly planned and utilized. As Rodbertus was to do later on, Owen insisted not
on the working class getting the whole product of their
labour, but on the portion accruing to them not being too
small. His communism, as we can see, tolerated a certain
social inequality, but that inequality would have to be
under the iontrol of society and not exceed certain limits
laid down by society. ,Owen was convinced that "the rich
and the poor, the governors and the governed, have
really but one interest."* Till the end of his life he remained a convi,nced supporter ol social peace.
Any class struggle is a political struggle. One who
condemns struggle between the classes will naturally
attach no signiflcance to political action on their part. It
is therefore not surprising that Owen was opposed to
parliamentary reform. He thought that in general universal suffrage would be undesirable till the people were
given proper education, and he was set against the democratiC and repubiican aspirations of his time. If the
republicans and the democrats would cease to attacli
governments, 'then, as he thought, a beneflcial change in
[he government of the world rnight be rationally expected.* *

Owen never belonged to the Chartist party, which was
fighting lor political equality for workers, but since the
upper ilasses evinced no desire to support his plans of
sitital reform he was obliged periorce to place his hopes
on ,the labour movement. In the early thirties, when that
movement was becoming ever broader and even formid'

* Life, IA, pp. 229-230.
** Ibid., lA., lntroductory, IIL

able, Owen attempted to make use of the proletariat's
mounting power for the achievement oi his cherished aims.
In Septe'mber 1832 he organized an "equitable labour exchange bazaar" in London, and almost at the same time he
estabiished close contacts with workers' trade unions. Here
again, however, the practical results did not come up to
his expectations.
Equitable exchan,ge means exchange of products according to the amount of labour expended on their production.
lf, h'owever, a given product does ,not meet a social requirement nobody will take it, and the labour expended
by the producer will ;be wasted. For products alaags to
be exchangeable according to the amount of labour each
of them embodies-in other words to preclude the law of
italue operating through constan,t fluctuations ol pricesa planned organization of production is required. The
latter should be organized in such a way that each producer's labour should be consciously directed to meeting
a deflnite social need. Until that is achieved price fluctuations are inevitable, which means that "equitable exchange" is impossible too. When that is achieved there will
be no need for "equitable exchange," because in that casc
products will no longer be exchanged lor one another but
will be distributed among the members of society according to norms established therei,n. Owen's "equitable labour
exchange bazaars"* testified to the fact that, despite their
interest in economic problems, he and his adherents did
not yet realize the difference between commoditg (unorganized) production on the one hand and communist
(organized) production on the other.
,O,wen establishod contacts with the trade uni,ons in the
hope that they would help him, in a short space of time,
to cover Britain with a network of cooperatives that
would provide the foundation for the new social structure.
He always held the firm opinion that the social revolution
would be brought about aithout any struggle, and with
----Besiaes
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that end in view he wanted to turn the instrument of class
struggle, which the trade unions always are in greater or
l,esser degree, lnto an instrument oI peaceful social refornt.
This was nothing but a Utopian plan, and Owen soon
realized that he and the trade unions would thave to follow
different roads. Those trade unions that were most in sympathy with the cooperative idea were then preparing most
energetically for a general strike, someihing that is never
and nowhere possible without disturbing social peace.*
Owen and his followers met with a far greater measure
of practical success in the sphere ol consumers' societies,
but his attitude towards such so,cieties was rather ,cool since
he considered them close to ordinary "trading com,panies."
It is because they reflected with particular clarity both
the strong and the weak points of Utopian socialism
that I have dwelt with Owen's activities at such length.
Since I have mentioned these points here, I shall be able
to limit myself to brief references to them in the course

Britain, and there was absolutely nothing Utopian in his
demand for factory legislation. Neither was there anything Utopian in his emphasizing the need for at least
primary education for children and adolescents employed
as factory hands. He was of course mistaken in turning
his back on politics and condemning the class struggle,
but-and this is a remarkable fact-workers who wire
afl'ected by his teachings were able to correct his errors. In
learning Owen's cooperative, a,nd in part his communist,
ideas they simultaneously played an active part in the
political movement oi the British proletariat it the time.
At least, that was the line taken by the most gifted among
them, such as Lovett, Hetherington,ls Watson and others.l*
It might be added that in fearlessly preachirrg the ,,true
religion" and reasonable relations between - the sexes
Owen helped to develop the working class's consciousness
in more than the social sphere.**
Besides Great Britain and lreland, Owen,s direct influence also made itself felt in the United States of
America.***

of my further

exposition.
Some students of the question think that Owen's influence was of no benefit to the E,nglish labour m,ovement.
That is a tremendous, strange and unforgivable error.
A tireless propagandist oI his ideas, Owen spurred the
working class to thought, confronting that class with the
most important and fundamental problems of the structure
of society, and supplying it with many data required for
the correct solution of those problems, at least in theory.
If in the main his practical activities bore a Utopian
character, it rnust be admitted that in this too he frequently gave his comtemporaries some highly useful lessons.
He was the real founder of the cooperative movement i,n

ry
_According to Professor H. S. Foxwell of Cambridge,
who was most hostile towards socialism, it was not Orv-en
but Ricardo who provided the English socialists with the
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passing that during the period in which Owen was close to the trade
unions-'very many British workers were inclined towards practi;al
methods of"waging the class struggle, methods highly reminiscent of
those so dear to the "revolutionaiy'l syndicalists oi to-day.tz
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way through no fault of theirs. This was a question to be
met in almost all of Owen's writings. But Thompson himself admitted that it was precisely the questions of this
kind that aroused in "us" an interest in the distribution
of wealth. So, if Thompson addressed himsell to Ricardowhich he actually did, and borrowed a great deal in the
process-this was the consequence of the influence previously exerted on him by Owen. Ricardo was, of course,
far more of a political economist tha,n Owen ever was, but
Thomps,on's angle of ap,proach to problems of politieal
economy was quite different from Ricardo's. The lattel
asserted and tried to prove that la,bour is the sole source
of a commodity's value, but he was quite reconciled to the
working people's inferior and wretched condition in bourgeois society, and this was something that Thompson
could not reconcile himself to. He wanted the distribution
,of commodities to cease contradicting the fundamental
law of their produ,ction; in other words he demanded tlrat
any labour-produced value should go to the aorking people. \n making this demand he was following in Owen's

most telling of spiritual weapons.* That was not quite the
case. True, Engels pointed out with justice that inasmuch
as the theories of present-day socialism derive from bour'
geois political economy they are all, with almost no exception, related to Ricardo's theory ol value. There has
been quite sufficient reason f,or that. It is, however, beyond
dispute that, to say the least, many English socialists
whose teachings were based on Ricardo's theory of value
were disciples of Owen and turned to bourgeois political
economy from a desire to use its conclusions so as to proceed further in the direction in which their teacher's mind
was working. Thosle who cannot be called Owen's disciples
were evide,ntly in close spiritual contact with the communist anarchist Godwin and turned to Ricardo only with
the purpose of revealing, in his person, the contradiction
between political economy and its own (and fu'ndamental)
tenets. Of Owen's followers I shall flrst of all mention
William Thompson.** In the introduction to his Inquiry
(referred to above in a footnote) Thompson raised the
problem of the reason why a people that exceeded ali
others in the reserves of raw matertals, machinery, houses
and supplies of foodstuft's at its disposal, as well as in the
number of industrious working people belonging to it,
should nevertheless suffer great hardship.*** This was a
question which, as we have already seen, had attracted
6wen's attention since practically the early years of the
19th century and was quite deflnitely formulated by him
in some of his published works. Thompson, further expressed surprise at the fact that the fruit of working men's
labour was taken away from them in some mysterious

lootsteps.

An absolutely similar demand was brought forward by
all the other English socialists, who based themselves on
Ricardo's economic theory. Ricardo's main work was published in 1817.* In 1821 an anonymous little brochure in
the form of an open letter to Lord John Russell was
published in which bourgeois society was censured for
bei,ng built on the exploitation of working people.** This
was followed by a series of other writings, outstanding in
their way. They did not all originate from Owen's followers, some indeed being written by authors who were more
or less attracted to anarchism. Besides Thompson, I shall
mention another two of Owen's followers, Joh,n Gray, and

* See page LXXI et seq. of his

Gesclrichte der Sozialistischen
in EnSTand, which is th! intr'oduct,ion to the German transrlation
ol Vitliam fhompson's well-known Inquirg into th-e Principles ol th.e
Distribution of \{eatth Most Conduciae'to Human Happiness. In quotins from this'work I shall refer to the German translation by Oswald
Co"llmann, published in Berlin in 1903.
** Born 17851 died 1833.
:r** See p. 16 of the German translation.
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J. F. Bray; among writers with more or less anarchistic

leanings I shall mention Percy Ravenstone, and Thomas
Hodgskin.*
For a long time all these writers were in oblivion, but
when they were remembered-partly thanks to Marx, who
made mention of them in his polemic with Proudhon-their
works were alleged to be the source whence Marx took his
theory of surplus-product and surplus-value. The Webbs
even went so far as to speak of "Hodgskin's illustrious
disciple, Karl Marx."** That assertion is not in kee,ping
with the facts oi the case. It is true that in the English
socialists' economic writings one may meet not only the
theory that labour is exploited by capital, but even such
expressions as "surplus produce" and "surplus value" and

* Thompson's inquiry into distribution appeared in 1E24, to be
iollowed the next year by his Labour Reaarded. In 1825 Gray (17981850) published A Lecture on Human Happiness and in 1'8'31 his

Social Sgstem. Of importance for the history of economic theory,'Mgnt
John
Bray's Labour's Vrongs and Labour's Reriedg; or lhe Age of
and lhe Age of R.ight was published in Leeds in 1E39. This book is
remarkable, among other things, for the author displaying an inclina'tion to abandon the idealistic outlook on history, peculiar to all
Utopian socialists, and accept a materialistic outlook'(note his statement on page 26 to the effect that society cannot at will change the
directions of its opinions). True this inclination did not induce Bray
to.engage in any serious analysis of the fundamental causes of social
development.

I shall also refer to Thomas Rowe Edmonds's Practical Moral
and Political Economg, I-ondon, 1828. In Edmonds's opinion the
working class receives only one-third of the values it creates, the
other two-thirds going to the employers (see pp. I07,116,288). This
is stil,l close to the tiuth in Britain today. His opinion of the social
cause of pauperism (pp. 109-ll0) is also worthy of note. IIr l82l
Ravenstone published his brochure A Feat Doubts as to the Cor'
rectness of Some Opinions Generallg Entertained on the Subjects of
Population and Political Economg; of Hodgskin's works the following present the greatest interest here: l. Labour Defended Against
thZ Claims of Cdpital, London, 182il 2. PopulaT Polilical Economg;
3. The Natural and Artificial Rigltt of Propertg Contrasted, London,
1832. For Ravensione and Hodgskin, see Marx, op. cit., pp. 306-380.
There is another work on Hodgskin, viz. Thomas Hodgskin (1787'
1869). Par Elie Hal4og. Paris, 1903.
** The Historg of Trade Unionism, London, 1894, p.

147.
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"additional value." However, the gist of the matter lies
in scientific concepts, not in words. As for the former, any
informed and impartlal person will have to admit that
Hodgskin was, to say the least, as inferior in stature to
Mari as Rodbertus was. People have stopped calling Marx
a disciple of Rodbertus; there is ground to believe that
the timi is not distant when Marx will no longer be called
a disciple of the English socialists of -the twenties of the
last century.* However, enough on this point. Although
Marx was never a "disciple" of Hodgskin, Thompson or
Gray, it is of the utmost importance for the history of
sociilist theory that these English socialists achieved an
insight i,nto the theory of political economy that was remarkable for thd ,period, and, as was n'oted by Marx, even
made a significant step forward as compared with Ricar'
do.20 In this respect, they were lar in advance of Utopian
socialists in France and Germany. Had our N. G' Chernyshevsky2l been acquainted with them, he would probably
have translated some one of t'hem, and not Mill.

* Hodgskin's real attitude to Marx is to be seen from the criticcriticism, it should be noted-levelled against
ism--hishiv svmpathetic
the forfrei's "vidws in Volume 3 ol Theorien itber den Mehraert'
alreadv referred to bv me above' In the field of political economy
Marx iooks upon the-Enslish socialists in the same way as he reparded Ausustin Thierrv,-Guizot or Mignet in the scientiflc explana'
iion ol hisiorv. In both cases we have before us not teachers but
merelv predec"essors who prepared certain material-true, of -great
valuel-fbr the edifice of thior-y that Marx was later to erect. As for
Mri*'. oredecessors, the historv of the scientific solution of the prob'
lem of'labour's exploitation 6y capital snould not be confined to
the Enslish socialisis of the first half of the l9th century. A fairly
clear u"nderstanding o[ the natrrre and origin of this exploitation
was disp,layed by cErtain 17th-century English writ-ers, as for-instanel
in The Ladt of Freedom in a Platfortn: Oi, True Magistracg Restored.

Ilumblu Presdnted to Olioer Cromaell. By Gerrard Winsta-nley, London'
1651. o1. 12: see also Proposals for Raiiing a College ol Industrg ol
All Uiefut Trades and Husbandra aith Profit for the Rich' a Plentiful
and a Good Education for Youth, London, 1695'
Lktinp'for the Poor,-Essays
About the Poor, Manufactures, Trade
p. 2ll ind finally
'Plant'ations and Iinmoratila, elc. Bv John Bellers, London, 1t699, pp' 5-6.
that Marx
It is stranse that no one has vet
-the hit upon the discovery
works I have just named.
drew his eEonomic theory from
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disorders far greater than those that

B. FRENCH UTOPIAN SOCIALISM

I
Whilst the "industrial revolution" was in progress in
England during the second half of the lSth century, a
f,erce struggle was raging between the third estate and
the old regime in France. According to a well-known opinio,n, the former then comprised the whole of the French
people with the exception of the "privileged," the struggle
against whom. was of a political character. When politi,cal
power was torn from the "privileged" by the third estate,
the latter naturally used it to abolish the economic and
social instltutions, whose sum total formed the foundation
of the old political order. The highly variegated elements
that made up the third estate were all vitally interested in
this struggle against such irnstitutions, which is why all
progressive writers in lSth"century France were unanimous
in conderrnning the old social and political order. But
that was not all. United in condemning that order,
they also differed very little from on,e another in their
view on the kind ol nea social order, they wanted to
see. Of course, there could not but be certain shades
of opinion in the progressive camp, but despite these
shades of opinion that camp was united in its efforts to
establish the social order we now call the bourgeois. So
powerful was that unanimity that even people who did
not sympathize with the bourgeois ideal had to bow to
it at the time. Here is an example.
In his polemic with the Physiocrats22 the Abb6 de Mably,
who was quite well known at the time, voiced opposition
to the principle of private property and the social inequality it entails. As he himself put it, he "could not part
with the pleasing idea of the community of rpro,perty"; in
other words, he came out in defence of communism. This
convinced communist, however, considered himself in duty
bound to declare that the idea of the community of property seemed impracticable to him. "No human force could
now attempt to restore equality without bringing about

it would

Such was the force of circumstances: even

remove."*

if

one recognized
communism, ,one had

in theory the advantages inherent in
to content oneself with the idea o'f the old order yielding

l
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to the bourgeois ,order, not to the communist.
When the revolution had installed the bourgeois order,
there flared up a mutual struggle between all the various
eloments comprising the third estate. The social stratum
then forming the embryo of the proletariat of today began
a war against the "rich," whom they bracketed with the
aristocracy. Though communist ideas were wholly alien
to this social stratum's most outstanding representatives,
such as Robespierre and Saint-Just, communism did
appear on the historical scene, in the person of "Gracchus"
Babeuf, in order to play a part in the final act of thtr
great historical drama. Organized by Babeuf and his
adherents, the conspiracy known as la coniuration des
|gauxzt was a kind oi rprologue to the yet unoompleted
struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie,
which is one of the rnost characteristic features of l9thcentury France's domestic history. On second thought, the
conjuration des 6gaux might be more precisely called a
prologue to the prologue to this struggle. The arguments
brought forward by Babeuf and his followers merely
s.uggested in a vague fashion that they had an understanding of the historical gist ol the new social order they
had doomed to extinction. They knew one single truth,
which they insisted on most emphatically: "In a real society there should be ,neither rich nor poor." Since the
society produced by the revolution contained both rich and
poor, the revolution could not be considered completed
until that society yielded place to "a real society."*x How

* Doutes proposds aux philosophes iconomistes sur I'ordre naturel
et essentiel des socidtds politiques. Par Monsieur I'Abbi de Mablg.
A la Haye MDCCL XVIII, p. 15.
** See Analgse de la doctrine de Babeuf, tribun du peuple, proscrit
par le directoire exicutif pour aooir dit la odritd, published in the
4t

far the Babeuvists' ideas were removed from those we met
in our discussion of English Utopian socialism can be seen
from the following.
The English socialists attached tremendous historical
importance to modern society's possession oi mighty
productive forces. In their opinion the existence of such
forces made it ,possible, for the flrst time, to refashion
society in such a way that it should contain neither rich
nor poor. In contrast to this, some Babeuvists were fully
reco,nciled to the possibility that all the arts, including
the technical, might perish when their communist ideal
was achieved. The Manifesto of the "6gaux" frankly said:
"Let all the arts perish if necessary, as long as we have
real equality."* It is true that this manifesto from the
pen of Silvain Mar6chal was ,rot to the liking of many
Babeuvists, who even did not help to distribute it. Buonarroti himself, however, wrote that when he, together
with Debon, Darth6 and Lepelletier, came out in defence
of the plan for a communist revolution, he argued as
follows: "It has been said that inequality has accelerated
the progress of truly useful arts; even if that were true it
must now cease, since new progress will not be able to
add a,nything to the real happiness ,of all."** Thai means
that from nov/ on mankind does 'not stand in any considerable need of technical development. It is probable that
Marx and Engels had in mind, among other things, such
Babeuvist reaso'ning when they said in their Manifesto of .the Communist Party, that the revolutionary literature
that accompanied early proletarian movements was reactionary since it preached general asceticism and the establishment of a primitive equality.2a
This ascetic feature was absent from the writings of
to Philiooe Buonarroti's well-known book Gracchus Ba'
et la conjuratirin des €gaux. I have the Paris edition of. 1869,
which is somewhat abridged.
suoolement
be'u'f

* Graccllus Babeul, etc., p. 70.
** Ph. Buonarroti, Gracchus Babeul el la conjuration des

Paris,

1869,

pp. 49,

50.
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6gaux,

French l9th-century socialists, who, on the contrary,
were highly sympathetic towards technical progress.
It may safely be said that ,even Fourier's strange and,
it must be frankly admitted, ridiculous vision of anti-lions,
anti-sharks, anti-hippopotamuses and similar kind beasts
that would appear to serve II18,I1 ?fld attend to his cornfort
was nothing but an acknowledgement-clad in fantastit:
attire-of the importance and boundl,essness of technical
progress in the future. At the same time-and this is of
the utmost importance for the history of theory-the vast
majority of French Utopian socialists lagged far behind
their English colleagues in an understanding of the real
nature of the social and eco,nomic consequences of contemporary technical progress.

r[!,
As we know, the English socialists held that the development of productive forces hastens the division of society into two classes, the "rich" on the one hand, and
the "poor" on the other, the opposition between them bei,ng
understood as that between the class of employers and
the class of hired working people. The employers appropriate the greater part of the valu,e created by the workers'
labour. All this was already clear to Charles Hall, but
it was realized very slowly by the French socialist writers.
Even those French socialists who understood that the contradictory interests of capital and hired labour is the most
important contradictio,n in modern society never realized
this contradiction with the clarity revealed in the works of
Thompson, Gray or Hodgskin.
Saint-Simon,* who carried on the cause of the ideologists of the l8th-century third estate, did not speak of the
workers' exploitation by the employers, but only of both
employers and workers, taken together, being subject to

*

Born Oct.

17,

1760; died May 19, 1825.
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exploitation by an "idle" class c,onsisting in the main of
the aristocracy and the bureaucracy. To Saint-Simon the
employers were th,e natural representatives and defenders
of the workers' interests. His disciples went farther than
he. When they analyzed what is meant by the "idle class"
they included in it not only ihe landoaners, who exploited
the "toiling ciass" by exacting iand-rent, but also the
capitalist,s. However, and this is noteworthy, they considered as capitalists only those whose incomo came from
interest on capital. They claimed that the employers'
profits were identical to workers' wages.* The same obscurity is to be seen-and twenty-five years later at
thatl-in Proudhonx* who wrote in March, 1850: "Now,
as ,previously, union betwee,n the bourgeoisie and the proletariat means the liberation of the serf, and a defensive
and offensive alliance of industrialists and working people
against the capitalist and the nobleman." Louis Blanc***
saw things in a much clearer light, for he saw the social
contradiction we are here considering as the opposition
between the bourgeoisie and the people. However, when
he spoke of the bourgeoisie he meant "the aggregate of
all such citizens who, possessi,ng capital or implements
of labour, work with the aid of the means belonging to
them and depend on others only in a certain degree." How
is one to understand the word "only"? Besides, how is one
to understand Louis Blanc's statement that the citizens
comprising the bourgeoisie aork with the means they possess? Does that mean that he is speaking only of the petty
artisan bourgeoisie? Or should that be understood to
mean that, like the Saint-Simonists, Louis Blanc considered the employers' proflts to be his wages? No answer is
provided to these questions. Blanc defines the people as
"the aggregate of citizens who possess no capital and
are therefore completely dependent on others for the prime
* See Ie Producteur, t. 1, p. 245.
** Born
1809; died 1865.
*** Born l81l;
died 1882.

life."* This deflnition as such is unobjectionable. However, being "dependent on others" is something
that can vary widely; consequently Blanc's deflnition of
the people does not fall in with the far more precise concept of the hired workingman which the English socialists
used in their researches. In general, Louis Blanc took
little interest in economic ideas. A iar greater interest in
them was displayed by Jean P,eynaud** and Pierre Leroux**x both ol whom were previously members of the
school of Saint-Simon but soon outgrew his theory. The
people, Reynaud asserted, consists oI tuo classes whose
interests are mutually opposed to 'each other, i.e., the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie. He called proletarians
"those who produce the entire wealth of a nation but have
no income except the wages for their labout." By bourgeois he understood "those who 'possess capital and live
on income from that capital." Pierre Leroux acknowledged
that these definitions were correct and even tried to calculate the number of proletarians. He estimated thern at
thirty million in France,*+** which is of course excessive,
for even present-day France does not have that number.
This enhanced calculation is to be explained by the fact
that Leroux included not only all peasants in the country,
but even the beggars who, he said, numbered up to four
million. A similar error was made by R,eynaud, who
included the "village peasantry" in the proletariat,
despite his own definition of the term. Reynaud and
Leroux's views in this matter are very close to those of our
necessities of
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The reader will ,no doubt understand why the economic
views of the French socialists of the Utopian period were
not marked by the clarity peculiar to the English socialx Histoire

** Born
*** Borr
**'t*

d.e

dix ans,

1830-1840. 4me 6d.,

1806; died 1863.
1797; died 1871.

See De

la plutocratie, Boussac,

this book came out

in

1843.

44
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t. I,

p. 4. Notes,

1848, p. 25. The

flrst edition ol

ists: in England the distinctive f eatures of capitalist
in production were far more clear-cut than in

relations
France.

The lucidity of the economic views held by English
socialists of the period did not prevent them from being
conf,dent that the proletariat and the bourgeoisie-two
classes whose economic interests are diametrically opposed-could bring about social reform in full harmony
and agreement. The English socialists saw the class
struggle in present society, ut they utterly condemned it
and refused to have their plans for reform linked up with
the class struggle. In this respect there was no difference
between them and most French socialists. Disagreed on
many questions, Saint-Simon and the Saint-Simonists,
Fourier and the Fourierists, Cabet, Proudhon a,nd Louis
Blanc all ful1y agreed that social relorm called ior full
reconciliation, not struggle, between the classes.
We shall see later that not all French Utopian socialists
rejected the class struggle, but what we should now remember is that ,most of them disfavoured that struggle
and that their negative attitude explains why they had no
use for politics.
In the mid-thirties, Victor Consid6rant,* Fourier's most
outstanding follower, jubilated over the decline in French
public's interest in politics. He attributed that decline to
the "theoretical" errors made by the politicians, who instead of seeking for means of harmonizing interests
actually encouraged their mutual conflict, which, according to Consid6rant, was "to the advantage of only those
who traded on it."**
At first gla,nce, the peaceful frame of mind of most
Utopian socialists seems somewhat strange in a country
like France which had but recently been swept by a great
revolution and where, it might have seemed, progressive* Bbrn 1808; died 1893.
** DCbdcle
de la Politique en France, Paris

minded people should have held the revolutionary tradi'
tion very dear. Closer examinatio'n, however, will reveal
that it was these very memories of the recent revolution
that induced progressive ideologists like Consid6rant to
seek after ways and means of putting an end to the class
struggle. These ideologists' peaceable mood was a psychological reaction against the revolutionary passions of
1793. The overwhelming majority of French Utopian so'
cialists were horrified by the thought of the mutual conflict of interests becoming as aggravated as in that memorable year. In his very first work, Thdorie des quatre
mouaements et des destindes sociales, published in 1808,
Fourier was indignant over the "catastrophe of 1793,"
which, as he put it, reduced civilized society to a state of
barbarism. For his part, even before Fourier, Saint-Sirnon
called the French Revolution a horrifying explosion and
the greatest of all scourges.* This attitude towards the
"catistrophe of 1793" even made Fourier frown upon- the
Enlightenment philosophy of the l8th century, to which
however he owed the groundwork of his own theory,
Neither did Saint-Simon approve of that philosophy, at
least inasmuch as he thought it destructive and responsible for the events of 1793. ,In his opinion, it was the
fundamental task of lgth-century social thought to inquire
into the measures to be taken so as "lo put an end to the
reaolution."** In the thirties and the forties his lollowers
wanted to solve the same ,problem, the only difference
being that these were concerned not with the revolution
of the close of the 18th century, but with that of 1830. One
of their chief arguments in favour of social reiorm was
that the latter ("association," "organisation") would check
the revolution, and moreover they used the spectre of revolution to frighten their opponents. In 1840 Enfantin

*
1836,

p.

CEuores choisies de C.-H. de Saint'Simon,

pp. 20-21.
16.

** My italics
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praised the Saint-simonists for their outcry "Voici .les
tarbares!" which they raised in the thirties when thly
saw the proletariat display its strength in the successful
rising against the throne. Ten years later, he express-ed
pride" ttrlt he was reiterating the same crY, "Voici les
barbates!"*

III
The proletariat's emergen'ce on the-historical scene is
tantamiunt to the appeaiance oi "barbarians'" That was
what Enfantin thoughi, an opinion shared by most F19nc1
Utopian socialists.*-* All thia was highly characteristic oi
theii way of thought in general and their attitude towards
the political struggle i,n particularThe Utopian s5iialists were ardent in the defence of
the working class's interests and ruthless in unmasking
many of bdurgeois society's contradictions' Towards the
enA tt his lifJ Saint-Simo,n taught that "a11 social insti.
tutions must strive for the moral, intellectual and physical
improvement of a class that is the most numerous and
the poorest." With noble indignation Fourier asserted that
the condition of the workers in civilized society was worse
tha,n that of wild beasts.***
But while they bemoaned the sad condition of the working class and bent every effort to help it, the "Utopian
.oEiuli.t. had no faith in that class's capacity for independent action; when they had that faith it frightened
ihem. As we have just seen, to Enfantin the appearance
of the proletariat was for all the world like a barbarian
invasion. As far back as 1802 Saint-Simon wrote, addressing "the class that possesses no property": "Consider

.

x "Correspondance politique." I835-1840, Paris,

1849,

o.
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** a-ieheition of this vii:w is to be seen in certain 'of Herzen's
writinss.26
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Ch. Fourier, Paris, 1841, t' lv' pp.191-192.
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what took place in France when your comrades were in
power; they brought on famine."*
The following contrast presents definite interest: until
the February revolution of 1848 ideolo$ists of the bourgeoisie were by no mea,ns opposed to the political struggle
of the classes. In lB20 ,Guizot wrote that the middle'class
must possess political power if it wished to secure its
interests in the struggle against the reactionaries, who
for their part were striving to seize power and use it to
suit their own interests.** When the reactionaries rebukreil
him for preaching the class struggle, thereby encouraging
evil passions, they heard the retort that the entire histoly
of Fiance had been "trnade" by the class struggle and th-ey
should be ashamed of forgetting that history just because
"its conclusions" had proved unfavoirrable to them.s**
Guizot believed in the initiative of the "middle class,"
i.e., the bourgeoisie and was unafraid of that initiative,
which was the reason why he wished to prove the necessity ol political struggle between the classes. Of course,
he did not approve of the'lcatastrophe of 1793"; far from
it! For a time he thought that it could not happen again,
but in 1848 he began to view the rnatter in a different light'
and then himself b'ecame a supporter of social peace. It
was in this fashion that the social thought changed ahd
underwent modif,cation under thg imrpact of social devel'

opment.
The r,eader should now be reminded

that the socialisi
minoritg in France of the time was not in the least set
against politics or the class struggle. In its way of thinking, this minority differed considerably from the majority
I have already spoken of. It derived directly from Babeuf
and his partisans. Philippe Buonarroti,**"* a descendant
* CEuares choisies, t. l, p. 27.
** Du Gouaernement de la France et du ministire actuel, Paris,
1820, p. 237.
*** See the Aoant-Propos to the third edition of the above-quoted
Du Gouoernement de la France.
**** Born 1761, in Pisa; died 1837 in Paris.
4-2955
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of Michelangelo and an active member of the "oonjuration
des 6gaux," a Tuscan who became a citizen of France by
decree of the Convent, brought the Babeuvists' revolutionary tradition into l9th-century Utopian socialism. His
work published in Brussels in lB28 and already mentioned
above (Histoire de la conspiration pour l'6galit6, dite de
Babe'uf, suiaie du proc\s auquel elle a donnd lieu)* had
a tremendous influence on the thinking of the revolutionary minority of French socialists.** The very lact that
this minority came under the influence of a former member
of the "conjuration des 6gaux" shows that, unlike the
majority, it was n,ot deterr,ed by memories of the "catas' trophe of 1793." Auguste Blanqui,*x* the most famous representative of this minority, was a steadfast revolutionary till the end of his long life.
If Saint-Simon insisted on the need for measures to put
an end to the revolution, and if the majority oi French
socialists fully agreed with him in the matter, the Babeuvist-influenced minority fully agreed with the 6gaux that the
revolution was not yet over, since the rich had gained
possession of all the good things of life. Herein lies the
fundamental difference between the two trends in French
Utopian socialism: one wished to put an end to the revolution, while the other wanted to carry it on.
Those who wished to put an end to the revolution were
naturally eager to harmonize all interests mutually conflicting in society. To quote Consid6rant: "the best aag
for each class to ensure its particular interests lies in
linking them up aitlL the interests of the other classe5."****
That was the opinion held by all peaceable Utopian
socialists, who differed among themselves only in the steps
---e-77;mstorg of tlte Plot for Equalitg, Knoarn as the Babeul
Plot. V/ith a Supplernent on the Process it Led to.
** Regarding this see: I. Chernov, Le parti rdpublicain en France,
Paris 1901, pp-. E0-80, 2El-292. It should be noted that the author
has given a wrong appraisal of B anqui's attitude towards Babeuvism

and Saint-Simonism.

*** Bor,n 1,805; died Jan. 1, 1881.
**** D1bdcle de la politique en France. Itzrlics by
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Consid6rant, p. 63.

required to reconcile the interests of all classes of society.
Almost each of the peaceable founders of socialist systems
produced his own plan of guaranteeing the interests of the
propertied c/ass. Fourier, for instance, recommended that
the product of labour should be distributed in the society
of the future in such a iil/ay as to provide the working
people with five-twelfths, the capitalists with four-twelfths,
and, finally, representatives of the talents with threetwelfths of aggregate of that product. All other peaceable
Utopian plans of distribution invariably rnade certain
concessions to the capitalists; otherwise the interests of
the propertied class would not be ensured, thus precluding
all hope ol a peaceable solution of the social problem. The
interests of the capitalists-and of the "rich" in generalcould be ignored only by those socialists who were not
afraid of relinquishing that hope, i.e., by those who preferred the method of reaolutionarA action. This method
was preferred by the Babeuvists at the close oI the ISth
century; French 19th-century socialists who had come
under Babeuvist influence were also inclined to employ it.
Those who thought in this fashion and did not deem it
necessary to spare the interests of the "rich" openly styled
themselves not only revolutionaries, but communists into
the bargain. In general, during the entire period under
discussion the difference in the French concepts of "socialism" and "communism" lay in the fact that, in their
projects for the social scheme of the future, the socialists
envisaged a certain-and sometimes very considerableinequality in the possession of property, while this was
rejected by the com,munists.
As we have just seen, a leaning towards a revolutionary mode of thought should have made it easier for the
French reformers to adopt the communist programme.
Indeed, revolutionaries like Th6odore D6zamy* and Au* Historians of French socialism have had little to say about
D6.zamy, though in many respects his views deserved more attention.
To my regret, lack of space prevents me too from setting lorth his
4'F
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guste Blanqui adhered to communism. Not all commu-

nists however were revolutionaries. Most prominent among
representatives of peaceful communism was Etienne
Cabet,* who so graphically expressed the peaceable
'tendency of .most French socialists when he said: "{ /
held a reaolution in mg hand, I aould keep it clenched
eoen if I aoutd haae to die in exile."xx Like the l8thcentury Enlighteners, Cabet believed in the power of
,Reason and thought that the advantages of communislrr
would be understood and appreciated even by the propertied class. This was something the revolutionary contmunists did not count on, and consequently they preached
the class struggle.
Incidentally, it should not be thought that the tactics
they used resembled those of present-day internationa!
social democracy, which, as is well known, rejects neither
the class struggle nor politics. They were conspirators in
the main. In the history of international socialism it would
be hard to discover a more typical conspirator than Auguste Blanqui, The tactic of conspiracy leaves little scope
for the masses' initiative. Though the French communist
revolutionaries relied on the masses more than their contemporary peaceable socialists did, their conception of the
future refashioning of society envisaged the masses merely
as supporting the conspirators, who were to be the sole

I shall only say that it revea,ls more clearly than any
other the intimate ideological link between the French Utopian
socialists and especially their left wing-the communists-and the
French l8th-century materialists. In the main, Dbzamy drew his
theory from Helv6tius, whom he called a courageous innovator and
immortal thinker. D6zamv's chief work Code de la communaulC was
published in Paris in 1843. In 1841 he published a newspaper,
'L'Humanitaire. It is noteworthy that in his polemic with the Bauer
brothers
Marx called the Dbzimy trend scientiflc.zz
'*
teaching, but

'

1788, died 1856.
** Born
Vogage en lcarie, 1855, p. 565. The passage quoted is italicized

ln the original. The first edition of this book appeared in March 1842.
This book,, Cabet's best known, describes life .in an imaginary comntgni.st society.

source of .the principal action.*. Conspiratorial tactics hre
always an unmistakable sign of the working class's inc-;
quality, and are discontinued when that class achieves a,
certain degree of maturity.

IV
Utopian socialists of all shades had a firm faith in
mankind's progress. We know what an encouraging effect was produced on the young M. E. Saltykovzs by SaintSi,mon's words to the effect that the Golden Age belongs
to the future, not the past.2e A firm.faith in progress waq
also'inherent in the lSth-century Enlighteners, as exemplified in the noble Condorcet. It is not merely a faith in
progress that is a distinctive feature of socialism but the
conviction that progress leads to the abolition ol "exploitation of man bg tfian." This oonviction is insistently repeated in the Saint-Simonists' s,peeches and writings.**
Here is what they said: ". . .In the past, the social system
was based in ,one degree or another on the exploitation
of man by man; from now on the greatest progress will
consist in putting an end to that exploitation, whatever
form it is conceived in. . . ."*** This aspiration was shared
by socialists of all other schools, but their plans of social
organization did not always oome close to that goal,
As we already know, these plans often accepted a certain
social inequality which in the flnal analysis could be
grounded only in the "exploitation of man by man." Only
the communists escaped this inconsistency, which on
the one hand stemmed from a desire to reconcile the interests oi all classes so as to preclude the class struggle;
* For P. Buonarroti's atti,tu.de towards the people's iniiiative see
an interesting remark in Paul Robiquet's Buonarroti et la secte des

Egaux d'aprDs les documents inddits, Paris, 1910, p. 282.
** Saint-Simon's own statements contain only hints at this; I have
already pointed out that in certain respects the Saint-simonists went

much farther than their teacher.
*** See Doctrine saint-simonienne.-Exposilion, Paris, 1854, p.

2AV,

ensure the triurnph of man's animal wants over his supesocialists.
This was slander of a low order' indeed, for they never disregarded the necessity of man's spiritual development.
Some ol them stated quite unequivocally that social reform was needed as a prerequisite of spiritual development.
The Sain,t-Simonists had ,made some strikingly pointed remarks about the poor prospects of rnorality flourishing in
contempor,ary society. They said that the latter could not
preaent crime but could only punish it, which was why
"the hangman is the sole certified instructor o,f morals."*
It is noteworthy that the Saint-Simonists rejected not only
the "hangman" but violence as a means of improving
human morals in general, and in this socialists of all other
schools were again in full agreem,ent with them. Even the
communist revolutionaries recognized violence only as a
means o,f removing the obstacles to the refashioning of society. With the same energy as the Saint-Simonists they
denied that the "hangman" could be an'"instructor" of
publi,c morals. They also understood very well that crime
is prevented not by punishment but only by the eliminati,on
of the social causes that induce evil action in man. In this
sense lhe most extreme revolu,tionaries and the most indefatigable cons,pirators were convinced propagandists of
the idea that evil srhould not be countered through the use
of violence.

and on the other from a vague realization of what was
actually lhe econorn'ic essence of that exploitation. It was
not without reason trtrat the communist Dlzamy levelled
against the Saint.Simonists the reproof that their "aristocratie des capacit6s" and "political theocra'cy" would
in practice lead to almost what was to be seen in 'contemporary s,ociety.* The crux oi the matter did not lie
in plans for the social organization of the future, which
did not rnaterialize in any case. What was impor,tant was
the faot that the Utopian socialists put into social ,circulation a great idea, which when it had penetr'ated into
workers' minds became the most powerful cultural force
of the lgth century. The preaching of this idea is probably the grea,test service rendered by Uto,pian socialism.
In su' s,tantiating in every way the need ior the abolition of man's ex'ploitation by man, Utopian socialism could
not but deal with that exploitation's influence on public
morals. The English so,cialists, especially Owen and Thompson, had had much to say on its perverting influence on
both exploited and expl,oiters. The same subject is prominent in the French socialisis' writings. That is easy t,o understand. trf a ,man's character is determined by the conditions of his development-and this was reiterated by all
U,topian socialists without exception*then it is obvious
that his character will become good only if it is allowed
to develop in good conditions. For these conditions to become good, the shortcomings in the present organization
of society must be eradicated. The l9th-century Utopian
socialists rejected asceticism, and in one way or another
proclaimed the "rehabilitation of the flesh."** It was lor
this reason that a striving to "unleash low passions" and

* Code de la communautC, p. 49.
** This "rehabilita;tion" was sometimes i,tself presented i,n a Utopian
light, as for instance in some of Eniantin's fanta,sies on the theme
oi the relations between the sexes. In essence it implied an intention
to "create the kingdom of Heaven here on earth," as Heine was later
to put it.so (See also De l'Humanild by Pierre Lero,ux, t. I, p. 176
et seq., edition of 18a6.)

rior aspirations was ascribed to the Utopian
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OI extreme im;portance too are the views of the U'topian socialists on education. W,e know the close links between R. Owen's 'ooncern for the prorper education of the
rising generation and his views on the formation of hu'man
character. These views were shar,ed by socialists of all
oountries. It is not surprising that they attributed tremendous importance to education. Of the French Utopian
* Doctrine saint-simonienne, p. 235
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socialists it was Fourier who expressed the most ,profound
views on the'problem of education.
In'his opinioh, man is not b,orn corrupt; he is corrup,ted
by circumitances. The rudiments of all 'the 'passions inherent i.n the grown-up are rpresent in the child. These beginnings should not rbe crushed but should be given the
iight guidance, in which case the passions will become
a lource of everything that is wholesome, great, useful
and gener,ous. Under ,the present social order,, Fourier said,
they cannot be given the ,proper guidance. The contradictions in that order stultify all the teacher's efforts, so
that at 'present education is simply a hollow word. The
children of the poor cannot he brought up like the chil'
dren of rich and privileged peopl,e are. It is want that di'
rects the po,or man's son when he chooses a calling; he
cannot follow his natural inclinations. True, the rich man's
son is financially in a position to follow his bent, but his
character is perverted by the exclusive status held in society by the privileged class. Education will cease being
a hollow word only when "civilization," as Fourier called
the bourgeois system, will yield place to a s,ocial order
grounded in Reason. To working pecple labour is a
heavy burden and a curse at present. In the phalanstery,
the com,munity arranged in accordance with the demands
of Reason, it will become an attractive ("attrayant") occupation. The sight of work being joyfully carried out by
groups o'i grown-ups will have a most beneficial influence
on the rising generation, who qvill come to love work practically from the cradle. This will be all the easier since
children in general like doing things and are eager to
imitate work being done by adults. This trait will find proper application only in the phalanstery, where toys wili
at the same time be implements of labour and any game
will turn inf6 rproductive wor,k. In this way, 'through its
games and imitation, the child "uill learn to engage in the
kind of work that attracts it. That, however, is not
enough. Labour must be lit up by knoaledge, which the
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young generation are to acquire in doing work that benef,ts society at large. This incidentally means, accofding
to Fourier, that instruction should assume a character,that
present-day educationists call the laboratorg systern. lt
will be carried on as far as possible in the open a,ir and
will not contain the least element of coercion Children and
young people will be perfectly free to select what they
should learn to do and fr,om whom they should get their
instruction.
In Fourier's opinion, only a system of this kind is capable o.f giving the ehild's natural abilities full development.
Its wholesome effect will be augmen.ted by the fact that
the elimination of present-day s,ociety's contradictions
will give lull play to the development of peoplers soeial
instincts. Labour productivity will reach its peak only
uihere man will engage in his favourite occupation in the
societg of camrades ahom he finds congenial.
The reader will agree,that all these educational ,considerations are of great value. I shall make ,mention ol
another highly interesting featur'e of Fourier's views, namely, that beginning at the age of three or four children
should be taught, by means of various collective exercises,
to periorm measured rnoaements, something like JacquesDalcroze's rhythmical gymnasti,cs, which is meeting wit,h
such gener,al approval. In the system proposed by this
French genius "l'harmonie tnesurde ou mat2rielle" was one
of the oonditions of what he called '"I'harmonie passionnelle."*

ili
q

.i

VI
French Utopian socialism also had so,mething to say on
art. A good deal was written on the subjecrt ty ttre SiintSimonists, who wished to turn the p,oet into a prophet and
herald of new social truths, but it was proba'bly Pierre

* See CEuares contpl|tes de Fourier,
pp. 75-80.
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Leroux who dealt with the 'matter more thoughtfully than
anybody else did.
Unlike industry, Leroux wrote, which strives to affect
the world around us, art is an expression ,of o,ur own inner
lii,e. In other wonds, ". . .art is an expression of inner
life, on, rather, a life that finds realization, makes ,itself
known to other people and endeavours to become eternal."* On the basis of this concepti,on, Leroux asserted
that art neither repr,oduces Nature nor imitates it. Neither
can it be an imitation of art, i.e., the art of a given
period ca,nnot ,be a reproduction of the ant of another period. Genuine art of any definite period ol history expresses the aspirations of that period, and of no oth,er. "Art
dwelops fro,m generation to generation like a big tree,
which.grows year, by year, raises its crest towards the sky,
and at the same tirme sinks its roots ever deeper into the
soil."** The beautiful has been termed the rprinciple of art.
That is wrong, because artists very often depict what is
ugly, repuisive or even h,orrible. The realm of art is far
more extensive than that of the beautiful since art is a
gra,phic expression of life, and it is not everything in life
that is beautiful.*** It may well be asked: what then is
meant by an artistic expression of life? In Leroux's opinion that means expressing i,t by means of symbols, and
he is most categorical in this statement. "The symbol is
the only pririciple ifl art,"x*x* he said. However, by symbolic expressio,n he .understood an expression of life in
terms of images in general. When V. G. Belinskyaz sn14
that the thinker expresses his ideas by means oi syllogisms, whilst the artist does it ,by means of images he

* See his Discours aux artistes, which was first pubilished in the
November and December issues of the Reuue Eicgclopidique of
l'831 and reprinted in his CEuores, Paris 1850, t. I. Tlie quotaiion is
from p.

. **
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lbid., p. ffi.

was later expressed by N. G. Chernyshevsky and
^!** T!,is
Count
L. -lhoggrht
N. Tollstoi.er
'**** lbid.,
pp. 65-67.
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in full agreement with Leroux.* In devel'oping his
views, Pgotr the Red-headed arrived at the conclusion that
the artist is free but not as independent as is imagined by
many. "Art is l,ife which turns to life." The artist commits
an error when he ignores the life about him" Leroux
thought art for ert's sake a "kind of self,shness,"** but he
had a feeling that "art f,or art's sake" is after all the outcome of artists' dissatisfaction with their social environment. That was why he $/as prepared to prefer it to the
vulgar art that expresses bourgeois society's base inclinations, "basely materialistic" inclinations as Ler,oux put it.
At least, he attached far higher,value to the "morbid" poetry that produced G,oethe's lVerther and Faust than to the
vulgar art mentioned above. "Poets," he says "show us
hearts as proud and as independent as those depicted by
Goethe. Only give that independence a purpose so that
it will thereby turn into heroism. .. . In a wor,d, show us,
in all your w,orks, the individual's fate as linked up with
that of mankind.. . . Turn the Titans of Goethe and Byron
into human beings, but do not thereby de,prive them of
their noble character."*** In their time these views played
an important part in the history of France's literary development. It is common knowledge, lor instance, that they
exerted a great influence on George Sand. On the whole,
if there were such among the French Romanticists that
rejected the ,principle of art lor art's sake, as for example
George Sand----tVictor Hugo, it may well be con-besidesthat their literary views did not develop without
sider,ed
the influence of the socialist literature of the period.
was

* Russian progressive Westerners of the forties, as is we'Il known,
were most sympathetically inclined towards Leroux, whom they out of
prudence dubbed Pgotr the ped-headed. This sympathy did not of course

apply solely to his literarg views; it is worth while noting that they
also agreed with him in the fundamental problems of aesthetics.
x* From the artic,le "Consid6rations sur Werther et en g6n6ral sur
1a po6sie de notre 6poque," which appea,red in 1839 and was reprinted in v. I of Leroux's lYorhs, pp. a3l-451. The reference to
selfishness of art lor art's sake is on p. 447 therein.

**x lbid., p.

450.
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C. GENMAN UTOPIAN SOCIAIISM,

- i

]

In respect of theory, French and English Utopian soeialis,m was intimately:linked with the philosophy of the
Enlightenment in l8th-century rFrance. This is only partly
true of -their Gerrman counterpart. Among German socialists there wer,e people whose views had developed under
the direet impact of French Utopian socialism, and consequently under, the indirecl influence of the French Ezlighteners. There were also such whose s,ocial views w,ere
groun,ded in the conclusions of ,German, not French, philosophy. Ludwig Feuerbach exerted a greater influence on
the development of Gerntan social,ist theory than any other
German fhilosopherl There was ,in ,German socialism an
entire school whose theoretical ,constructions cannot be
understood without a previous acquaintance with the philosophy of the author ol Das Wesen des Christenthums
(the so-called true or philosophical socialism;.sr That is
why I shall touoh upon this school only in an article on
the development of German philosophical thought from
Hegel to Feuerbach, and here confine myself to the trend
in German socialism that held aloof from German philosophy and derived fro,m the influen,ce of French socialist literature on iGslrnzn minds.
If France of the tirne lagged far bethind England in
economic development, Gerrnany was far behind in France's
wake. Three-quarters of the Prussian population lived in
rural areas, while handicraft production was predominant
in all German towns. It was only in some very few provinces, as for instance in Rhenish Prussia, thai modern industrial capitalism had made any considerable advance.
The,German apprentice's legal standing can be summed,up
as complete'defencelessness against police arbitrariness. In
Violand's words: i'Whoever has even o,nce visited police
headquarters in iVienna in the morning will remember how
many rhundreds of apprentices stand for hours in a narrow
60

corridor, waiting for their travel'permits to be re-examined, while a policeman with a sabr'e or stick in his hand
watches them like an overseer ol slaves' The police and
Justice seem to have joined hands to drive 'these poor peo'
ple to despair."* It was these desrperate poor people, who
wer,e treated like cattle, to quote Violand, that were the
c,hief disseminators o,f the ideas of French socialism in the
Ger,many of the thirties and the forties' Wilhelm Weitling,** the outstanding communist writer (a tailor by
trade) ca,me from their midst, and it is to his views that
we shall here devote our main attention. Before doing so,
I would like to say a few words about a work by the gifted
Georg ,Br.ichner, who died 'at an early age.***
An "underground" edition entitled Der Hessische Landbote, it was printod at a 'secr,et printshop in Offenbach in
July, 1834, and was addressed to the peasantrg. It is a remarkable fact, for in neither, English nor French socialist
l,itenature were there any appeals made t'o the peasants,
and in Germany itself Der Hessische Landbote was a solitary phenomenon. Weitling and those who shared his
views wrote their works lor the working'class, i.e., properly speaking, for the artisans. It was only the Russian socialists of the sevent,ies of the last century who addressed
their aprpeals chiefly to ttre peasantry.
In content Der Hessische Landbote ,may be ,called Narodnik in character, for it dealt with "the immediate
needs of the mass of the people," to quote an expr,ession
our rNarodniks often used. In it Btichner compared the free
and easy life of the rich, one that is like a never-ending
feast, to the poor m,an's bitter lot with its ceaseless round
of toil. He went on to speak of the heavy taxes t,hat were
crushing the people, and subjected the existing form of
,* See Bernhard Becker, Die Reaktion in Deutschland gegen die
Revolution oon 1848, Braunschweig, 1873, S. 68.
** Born in 1808; emigrated to the Uniied States in 1849, where
in l87l.3a
*** Born
in t8l3; died in

he died

1837.

who later became well known.

His brother was Lu,dwig Biichner,
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rule to scathing criti,cism. Finally he advised the people
to rise up against their oppressors, citing his,torical paral1els, particularly the 1789 and 1830 revolutions in France,
which had proved the possibility of successful uprisings
by the people.
At that time a revolutionary aprpeal to the peasants had
no chance of success. As it was, the peasants handed over
to the authorities the copies of Der Hessische Landbote
that had been scattered about during the night outside
their cottages. The remaining corpies wer,e seized by the
police, and Brichner had to take to flight to escape arrest.
However, the iact that he used the language of a revolutionary in address,ing the peasants was characteristic of
German socialist thought in the thirties. Friede den Hi)tten! Krieg den Paltistentss (Peace for the cottages! lVar
on the palaces!) was the call Brichner uttered in his Landbote, and this was a call for a class struggle. Weitling
made the same call to his readers. It was only in the works
of German socialist writers who stemmed from the philosophical school of Feuerbach that a peaceable frame of
mind revealed itself and was pr,edominant for a time.
When he ,preached the class struggle, Biichner failed to
realize the importance ,of politics in that struggle. He had
no use for the advantages of a constitutional for,m of regime. Like our Narodniks, he was afraid that by bringing
about bourgeois domination a,constitution would make the
conditi,ons of the people even wor6e. "If our constitutionalists succeeded in overthrowing the German ,governments

and founding a united monarchy or republic* that would
lead to the creation of a financial aristo,cracy, as in France.
Things had better remain as they are." This kind of attitude

towards a constitution was also close to the viewpoint of
our Narodniks. Of course, as a revolutionary Biichner
could not be a supporter of the appalling political order
that then existed; he too stood for a republic, but not for a

lTt.

"o*titutionalists
tion of Germany.

rvanted to bring about the political unifica62

kind that would bring the rule oi a flnancial aristocracy in
its train. What he wanted was for the revolution to ensure
f,rst the people's material interests. On the other hand he
considered ,German liberalism impotent precisely for the
fact that it would not or could not make the interests of
the toiling masses the foundation of its political aspirations.

Biichner equated the problem ol liberty with the problem of force, a view that was to be so well developed
many years later, by Lassalle in his speerch on the essen,ce
of a constitution.sG
Biichner also wrote a drama, Danton's Tod. I shall not
engage in a literary appraisal of this draima, but shall merely remark that it is imbued with the "pathos" of a vain
and agonizing quest for the conformity of great historical
movements to speciflc laws. Here is what he wrote in a letter to his fianc6e evidently at the time he was working on
this drama: "During the last few days I have been trying
all the time to take up ,my pen, but have been unable to
write a single word. I have made a study of the history of
revolution, and have felt, as it wer,e, crushed by history's
cruel fatalism. In human nature I see a repulsive mediocrity, and in human relationships an irresistible force that
belongs to all in gen,eral and nobody in particular. The individual is but the foam on the orest of a wave; grandeur
is something merely accidental; the power of genius is but
a comic puppet show, a ridiculous striving to struggle
against an iron law, which can at best be only recognized,
but cannot be subdued to one's wi11."37 Utopian socialism
of the l9th century could not cope with the problem of the
conformity of mankind's historical development to laws,
nor could the French Enlighteners of the 18th century. I
shall say more: it was just because it was unable to solve
the rproblem we are speaking of that the socialism of the
period under consideration was Utopian. However, Biichner's persistent eft'orts to solve that problem showed that
he could no longer be content with the viewpoint of Uto63

piaq socialism, When A. I. Herzen was writing his book
lrem the Other Sfutre# he was wrestling with the same
problem that had previously tormented Biichner.

I have already mentioned that in Germany French socialist ideas wer,e disseminated by artisan apprentices.
This came about in the following way: it is common knowledge that when they had l,earnt their trade, the apprentices spent several years travelling from place to plac,e,
oiten leaving the German borders. When they came to more

highly developed countries they often adhered to progressive social m,ovements. In France they got acquainted with
socialist ideas, most f,requently sympathizing with socialism's extreme shade, yiz. comntunism. The most outstanding theoretician of German socialism, the tailor Weitling
w,hom I have already mentioned, also experienced the influence of the French Utopian socialists, and became a
communist too.
Utopian socialism did not appeal to the objective course
of historical develo,pment, but to people's kindly feelings. To use an expression much in vo'gue among Ger,man
writers, it was a socialisrn of the ernotions. Weitling was
no exception to the general rule. He too appealed to the
emotions of those whom he addressed, interlar,ding his
words with Bibli,cal quotations. His fi,rst work Die Menschheit aie sie ist und aie sie sein sollte, which was published in 1838, commenced with the following extr,a'ct from
the Gospel: "But when He saw the multitudes, He was
moved with ,compassion for them . . . then saith I-Ie unto
His disciples, The harvest truly is plenteous, but the labour€rs are few. Pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that
FIe send forth labourers into His harvest."
These words from the Gospel were expounded by Weitling in the sense that the harvest is a mankind that is
ripening for perfection, while community of p6operty on

earth is its fruit. As he said, addressing his readers: "The
of love calls you to the harvest while the
harvest calls you to its enjoyment. If you wish to harvest
and enjoy, you will thereby be carrying out the command.
ment of love."*
Owen proceeded from the theory of the formation of
human character, i.e., from a certain ooncept of huma.n
nature. The same concept was accepted by the French Utopian socialists, each of whom adapted it to meet his own
needs. Weitling was no exception. Following Fourier, he
proceeded from an analysis of man's passions and requirements, and based his plans for a society of the futur,e on
the results of that analysis.** He did not, however, attach
any absolute signiflcance to his plan. As ,he said, suclr
plans were good, ,properly speaking, in proving the possi.
bility and necessity of social reform. "The more such
works are written, the more proofs of its use the people
will get. However, it is with our blood that we shall have
to write the best plan. . . ."*** This infers a more or less
vague realization of the character of the future society
being determined by the objective course of social development, which, among other factors, is expressed in the revolutionary class-struggle. Weitling addressed himself not
to the "rich" or even to all mankind, without distinction
of title or estate, but only t,o "people of labour and ,care."
He shar,ply rebuked Fourier for the concession he had
made to capital in his plan for the distribution of products.
In Weitling's opinion, to make such concessions meant
putting old patches on mankind's new attire, and making
mock of the present and all future generations.**** He said
,- of the- New York edition of this publication, l8r54.
-j.
** 9r..
This provided Ior ten peasants formins a'Zup and,'eiectins a
Z.ugfi)hrer. Ten o[ the lattei wou.ld elect ai Acker"mann, a hund-red
Ackermdnner a Landutirtschaftsrath, and so on and so'to:th. (bii
Menschheit, S. 32). Such would be the organization of work on'the
land in the society of the futu:e. Weitling went rnto similar detail in
describ.ing other- aspects ol its life. I see no point in quoting them here,
xx* lbid., p.
***+ See his30.
chief work Garantien dcr Harmonie und. Freiheit,
com,mandment
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that any replacement of the old by the new is revolution.
-re communists cannct but be ;evolutionaries. Revolutions however will not always be sanguinary.* To
co,mmunists a peaceable revolution is prelerable to a sanguinary one, but the course of such changes does not de'
pend on them but on the behaviour of the upper classes
and of governments. "In times of peace we sh;rll teach,
and in times of storm we shall act," Weitling wrote.**
He qualified this formuia in such a way, however, that
one ca,n see that he did not have quiie clear an idea of the
character of proletari an action, or of what it was that the
workers should be "taught " As he put it, mankind was
mature enough to understand what was required to help
it dash aside the dagger pointed at its th'oat. He condemned Marx's opinion that in her historical advance towards communism Germany could not avoid the intermediate phase of the bourgeoisie's domination. He wanted
Germany to skip over that phase, just as later our Narodniks wanted Russia to do so. In 1848 he did not want to
agree that the proletariat should support the bourgeoisie
in the latter's struggle againsi feudal survivals and the
absolute monarchy. Convinced that any man should have
the sense to wish for the dagger pointed at his throat to

Theref

be removed, Weitling held a theory that is usually summed

up as lollows: "The worse, the better." He

thought
the worse the condition of the toiling masses, the sooner
they would be inclined to protest against the existing
order of things. The subsequent development of the European proletariat was to show that this was not the case.
Nevertheless, this theory was to reappear in full in the arguments of M. A. Bakunin.3e Among the methods which,
in Weitling's opinion, might prove necessary under certain
published at the close of 1842. It was republished
the occasion of the centenary of Weitiing's bi:th,
graphical int:oductior and notes by Mehring. The
plan of distribution are on pages 224 and 225 ot
* tbid., pp. 226, 227.

*', lbid., p. 235.
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in Berlin in

1908 on

and contained a bioremarks on Fou:ie:'s
the laiter edition.

cir,cumstances in the struggle for the refashioning of society, there was one which seems quite strange today. He
found it possible to recommend-true only conditionally
and under certain circumstances-that communists should
a,ppeal to declass6 elements in the cities and apply the
"new tactics" in accordance with the low mcral standards
of those eiements. This idea was merely hinted at in his
principal work, but in a fairly transparent way.* Later he
expressed the idea more o,utspokenly when he brought forward the theory ol the "thieving proletariat" (des "stehlenden Proletariats"), which was rejected by those who
shared his political views.** However, Bakunin later created his cognate theory of the "robber" as the backbone of
the revolutionary movement. I would remind those whom
such theories will shock of the place given in Romanticist literature to the great-hearted and bold robber type.***
And not only in Romanticist literature: Schiller's Karl
Moor was also a robber. In general, Utopian socialism
paid quite a good deal oi tribute to the fantasy.

III
In Weitling's principal work, which won warm praise
from Feuerbach and Marx,40 there are scattered quite a
number of remarks that show that he had a clearer understanding of the objective logic in the relations between the
classes in capitalist society than many French Utopian

socialists had. A number oi interesting observations are
to be met in the chapters of his Garantien-the flrst chap* 9ee Garantien der Harmonie und freiheit, SS. 235-236.
** Resardins this and also the attitude of other communists see

G. Adler] Die" Geschichte der ersten sozialpolitischen Arbeiterbeaegin Deutschland mit besonderer Rilcksicht auf die einairkenden
Theorien. Breslau, 1885, SS. 43, 44. I would like to add that Weitling
soon rejected his "new tactics."
"x{' See the interesting remarks on this question made in Ivanov's
introduction to the Russian translation of By:on's Corsail (The Complete lVorks of Byron, Vol. I, published by Efron-Brockhaus in

ung

Si. Petersburg,

1904', pp. 274-276).
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ters*in which he deals with the rise ol classes

and class

ruie. uere weitling is beyond doubt an idealist in his at'

titra. towards thE motive forces oi social development,
but it can be sensed that he is no longer satisfied with

historical idealism and that he dwells with satisfaction on
the surmises which come into his mind and hint at the postiUitity oi a deeper explanation of.at least certain aspects
of social life. I am sure that it is this feature of Weitling's
chief work that evoked Marx's approval' However' his
Garantien does not reveal any interest on the part of the
author in economic theory pioper; he was a son of his
tirne, and at that time Germin socialists did not go in for
..onomi"t. To quote Engels's reminiscences of the German
Bund, der Kominunistei ol the pre"lVlarxist period: "I do
not believe there was a single mln in the whole League at
that time who had ever read a book on political economy'
But that mattered little; for the ti'me being "Equality"'
"Fraternity" and "Justice" helped them to surmount every
theoreticai obstacle."4l It will b" seen that in this respect
the Gelman ,communists were quite unlike the socialists
oi-fngtana. However, it should not be forgotten that as
far ba"ck as the thirties of the last century there was a socialist in Germany who took a profound interest in economlite'
ic oroblems and had an exceilent knowledge oi thequite
he
stood
true.
that
It
is
rrtii. on political economy'
,prtt irom the others. This was Karl Rodbertusa2-Jagetzow.*
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Speaking oi himself, Rodbertus-Jagetzow said that his
theo"t *rl "*...1y a logical conclusion drawn from the
thesis brought into" scienJe b-rr S,mith and substantiated by
the school 5f Ricardo. This siated thal from the economic
aieut alL articles of cons-umption should be consid;;;i;i
'ered a's products of labour, ohich cost nothing but la'
bot)r."** He expressed the view that labour is the sole
source of the valu" of articles oi consumption in his first
Born 1805: died

'** italics by

I
1

1875.

Rodbertus

f.,

"f.
.1

book, which was published in lM2 under the title of
"Zur Erkenntnis unserer staatsairtschaftlichen Zustdn'
de." Translated literally this means On a Knoaledge of
Our State-Economic Condition.In actual f act Rodbertus did
not deal with the state economy in the real sense of the
term: he made a study of the worker's cdnditions in capi'
talist society and attempted to suggest measures that
would help improve those conditions. i'The chief aim of my
studies," he wrote, "will be to increase the share of the
working class in the national rproduct, an increase that
will not be aft'e,cted by,market fluctuations and will be built
on a firm foundation. I want to enable that class to derive
benefit from the increase in the productivity of labour. I
want the removal of the sway of a law that may otherwise
prove ruinous to our social relations, a law according to
which the very conditions of the market lead to wages
being reduced to the level ol the workers' barest needs, no
matter how labour productivity may rise. This level of pay
prevents the workers from getting a proper education and
stands in howling contradiction to their present legal status and their lormal equality with all the other classes of
society, which has been enunciated by our most im,portant
institutions."*
Since under present conditions wages are always reduced to the level of the workers' barest needs, while labour productivity is constantly mounting, the working class
gets an ever smaller share of the product their labour
creates. "l am convinced," said Rodbertus, "that the payment for labour, considered as part of the product, decreases at least in the same pr,oportion, if not greater, as
the productivity of labour increases."** If one can prove
the constant fall in the workers' pay (as a share of the

* Op. cit., pp 28-29. Footnote..
** Zur Beleuchtung der sozialen Frage, Berlin, 1875, S. 25. This
book is a reprint ol Social Letters to aon Kirchmann which were
published in i850-51. It includes letters No. 2 and No. 3. Three letters
were published originally; the fourth was published alter Rodbertus's
death, under the title of Das Kapital (Berlin, 1884).

i

l

national product creat'ed by their labour), one can readily
understand such ominous economic 'pheno,mena as indus'
trial crises. In consequence of the relative fall in wages,
the pur,chasing power of the working ,class no longer cor'
responds to the development of society's productive f'orces.
It does not increase or even declines, while production
rises and markets are overflowing with commodities. Hence
there arise difflculties in f,nding markets' a slump in
business, and finally industrial crises. Rod,bertus is not
embarrassed by the objection that purchasing power- remains in the hands of the upper classes and continues to
exert an influen'ce on markets. "Products lose all value
where there ls no need for them," he said. "A product which
might have value for the workers proves quite superflu'
ous to other classes and finds no sale' A temporary halt
has to take place in national production till the masses of
commodities that have accumulaied on the market are
gradually sold, and the direction of productive activity has
idapted itself to the requirements of those who have gained
possession of the purchasing power taken away frorm the
workers."*
The decrease in the working class's share ,of the national
product means its impoaerishment. Rodbertus does not
igree with Adam Smith, who asserted that a man is rich
or poor in the degree in which he is able to satisfy his requirements. If that were true, it would mean that the wellto-do German of our time is richer than the kings of antiquity. "Bv wealth (whether of an individual or a class)
one should understand the relatiae share (ol that individual or class) in the total mass of products that exists at
a certain stage ol a people's cultural development."**
The growth in society's wealth is thus accompanied by
the relative impoverishment of the class whose labout'
g1'op+p. that wealth. Five-sixths of the nation are not only
--e--Zi'iitrtf t f i)r die gesammte S'aatsaissenschaf t 1878, erstes
u. zweites Heft, S 345. It contains a reorint of Rodbertus's brochure
Der normale Arbeitstag (The Normal Vorking-day).
** Zur Erkenntnis, SS. 38-39.
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deprived of all the blessings oi culture, but suft'er the most
ternble distress from the poverty that is always at their
door. Let us assume that in previous historical periods
the calamities that befell the toiling masses were necessary for the advance of civilization. Things are different
today, when the growth of the productive forces makes the
elimination of such calamities quite possible. That is why,
in his first letter to Kirchmann, Rodbertus asks: "Could
anything be fairer than the demand that the creators of the
old wealth and the new should derive at least some beneflt
from its increase; that their income should increase; their
working hours be reduced, or, flnally, that an ever greater
number of them should join the ranks of the fortunate peo'
ple who reap the fruit of their labour?" Convinced that no
demand couid be fairer, Rodbertus for his part proposed a
number of measures to improve the workers' lot'
A11 of these boil down to wages being regulated by law.
The state should determine their level in each industry and
then adjust them according to the growth in the produciivity of national labour. This determination ol wage levels
would logically bring about the establishment of a new
"scale of value,"
Since from the viewpoint of political economy a1l articles of consumption sho,uld be considered only as products
of labour, with no other value than that of labour, then
it is onlg labour that ca,n serve as a genuine "scale of
value." As a result of fluctuations in market prices, products are not always exchanged in present-day society according to the amount of labour expended on their production. This evil should be removed bv state intervention.
The state should put "labour money" in circulation, i.e.,
certificates to show how much labour has gone into the
produ,ction of a given article. In short, Rodbertus arrived
herein at the same idea of the organization oi exchanqeas
that first arose in England in the twenties and irom the"e
migrated to France (Proudhon). There is no need to dwell
on it.
7t

It

should however be added that for Rodbertus measures such as thes,e had only a temporary signiflcance. He
said that the time would come-in about 500 years or so
system would be established, and the
-that a co'mmunist
exploitation
of man by man would cease.
In presenting his solution of the "social problem," Rodbertus kept on repeating that such a solution should be
absolutelg peaceable. He had no faith not only id "barricades" or "kerosene," but in the proletariat's capacity for
independent political action. He expected all changes to
come from above, from the royal power,, which, as he
thought, should and would become "social" ("soziales
Konigthum").
In setting forth Rodbertus's views, I have made use of
various works he wrote, beginning with his book Zur Erkenntnis, which was published in 1842, etc. It would be
worth while noting that all his views were summarized in
an article he sub,mitted towards the end of the thirties to
the Augsburger Allgemeine Zeitung, which rejesfsd the
manuscript. This article was reprinted in Briefe und sozialpolitische Aufsdtze von Dr. Rodbertus-Jagetzow, published by Rudolf Meyer in Berlin in 1882. (See Vol. II, pp.
575-586: "Fragmente aus einem alten Manuskript.") This
presents inter'est in every respect, but particularly, in the
first place, in its regarding the working class as barbarians
("Barbaren an Geist und Sitte"-barbarians in spirit and
ways*), and secondly in the apprehension voiced that the
barbarians now living within civilized society may become
its masters, just as the ancient barbarians became masters of Rome. Things went well as long as the state made
use of the barbarians of today in its struggle against the
bourgeoisie. But the question is: who,m will it lean on in
the struggle against these barbarians? Will the latter
struggle for long against themselves? For its self-preservation society will have to carry out social reform.**
---E;;;;. with Eniantin's view quoted earlier.
*'See p.579 in volume II oi the Meyer publication just quoted.

Rodbertus was afraid of the working class. If he were
less afraid ol it, he would have been less inclined to his
principal Utopia-the "social" monarchy and cognate sec'
ondary Utopias such as "labour money'"
Bourgeois economists now reiterate readily that Marx
borrowed his economic theory from the English socialists.
Some twenty or twenty-five years ago, when they were
hardly conversant with English socialist literature, they
made the "discovery" that as an economist Marx owed
everything to Rodbertus. These assertions are groundless
in equal measu're. Besides, most of Rodbertus's publications appeared at a time when the main features oi Marx's
economi,c views had already taken definite shape. Nevertheless, Rodbertus holds a place of honour among German
economists,* u,pon who,m, incidentally, he looked with the
greatest scorn.
Trarslated from the text

of

Seleeted

Philosophical IVor&s, five-volume edition,
Vol, III, 7957, PP. 567'673.

* Regarding Rodbertus see Engels's preface to the German translation oI Marx-s MisDre de la philosopltie, which originally appeared
in French (there is a Russian translation by V. I.

Zasu,lich,

with my

editing), 7'heorien ilber den Mehruert by Marx, Bd. Il, pa:t 1,
section 2 (Die Grundrente).nr In Russian Rodbertus's views wcre
elucidated ai the early eighties by the late N. I. Ziber (in Yuridicheshg
Vestnik\ and bv the iuth"or of tliis book (in Otechestrsennige Zapishi).
Mv artibles on Rodbertus were collected and rep:inted in For Taentg
Ye"ars (under the penname Beltoa) PP. 503-647.rs Besides, see T. Kozekov's Rodbertus'sozialohonomische Ansichten, Jena 1882'; Geo:g
Adler, Rodbertus, der Begrilnder des aissenschaftlichen Sozialismus,
Leipzig l8E3; Dietzel, Kail Rodbertus, Darstellung se,ines Lebens und
seiier-Lehre, Jena, 1E86-1887, 2 Teile; Jentsch, Rodbertus, Stuttgart,
1E09; Gonner, Social Pltilosophg of Rodbertus, London. 1899.

I'n the 18th century Rousseau, Helv6tius and Holbach were
amons those who belierled in natu:al law, and made use of it in
the st:ueele against leudalism, which they declared opposed to the
"natural"'"orde'r of things and incompatible with the requirements
ol man's natu:e and ieason. Despite the limitations and metaphysical character ol their views of natural .law, the con-clusiols
diarivn bv the Frcnch philosophers of the Enlightenment from it-s

NOTES

,

r The Na:odniks we:e adhe:ents of a petty-bou:geois trenC that
arose in the Russian revolutionary movement in the sixties and
the seventies oi the 19th centu:y. The Narodniks wanted to abolish
the autocracy and hand over the landlords' estates to the peasants.
They denied'that capitalist relations and the proleta:iat were bound
to appear in Russia, and, because of this stand, they held that the
peasahts fo:med the principal revolutionary force in the country,
with the village community as the embryo ol socialism. That was
the reason why the Narodniks centred their activities on the count:yside ("went among the people") in an attempt to raise the peopl'e against the autoclacy. They proceeded from an etroneous view

bl the role oI the clasi struggle in

historical development, and

thought that history is made by heroes who are passively followed
by the peo,ple. The Narodniks used the tactic ol individual terror'
ism in the struggle against tsarism.

In the eighfies and the nineties the Narodniks became reconciled
to tsarism, came to express the interests ol the rich peasants ("kulp. 7.
aks"), and waged a furious struggle against Marxism.
2 Plekhanov wrote his Utopian Socialism of the Nineteenth Cen'
turg
- during August and September, 1913.
Plekhanov's initial intention was to give a detailed account ol
the 'development of Utopian socialism in France, Germany and
England in separate articles, each dealing with a particular country. However, lhe Mir Pub'lishing House, which had ordered the
rvork, demanded that he should deal with the subrect in a single
article, which Plekhanov did, producing the present work.
Utopian Socialism of the Nineteenth Century was flrst pub'lished in Volume II of .4 Historll ol VIestern Literature of the
Nineteenth Centurg in the section entitled The Epoch of Roman-

licisn

(Moscow, 1913).
The present translation has been made from the text oI Selectp. 16.
ed Philoiopltical V/orhs by G. V. Plekhanov, Vol. III.

I See F. Engels, Anti-Dihring, Foreign Languages Publishing
p. 16.
House, Moscow, 1,9157, p. 16.
t Natural laa: a term used in bourgeois political science io denote a
concept ol law supposedly inherent in man's nature and reason.
The state and law a:e regarded by adherents of this concept as
the outcome ol certain immutable qualities in man, irrespective ol
class and the degree oi development of the society he lives in.
74

p. lb'
revolutionary.
in 1792, lhe London Corresponding Societg was the flrst
labour political organization in English .his1ory. Similar bodies
a:ose iri Sheffield,"Covent:y, Leeds,"Nottingham and Edinbu:gh.
tr4.embers engaged in co:respondence with one an-oth-er, which gave
the societv Its-name. Its official progremme ca led for universal
suffrage dnd annual Parliamentary elections, but in actuaJ fact
most firembe:s held republican views and were adherents of Thomas
p. 19.
Paine, the revolutionaiy democrat and educator.
o In 1794 the B:itish Government suspended the Habeas Corpus
Act and hastily passed a number oi laws banning p,ub-lic meetin^gs.
was outlawed, end in 1798 several SeSociety
The Correspondiirg"passed,
-which
provided ior severe p-enalties,.for
dition Acts'were
anv o:'al or print6d attack on the Government. The Combination
Acis oi 1799'and 1800 outlawed all working-class organizations
and strike action.
P.lg'
z The reference is to Ma thus's Essag on the Principle of Popula'
tion, ylhigl:r was published in 179E. Marx called this bool< "a. pamphiet egai:rst tho French Revolution and mode:n ideas of sooial reforrr in" England. . ." and also as "an apology for the poverty ol
the workindclesses" (K. Marx, Theorien ilber den Mehroert, 1923,
S"rtin, Bd.-lll, S.6l). He criticized it scathingly in Vol l ol Cap^ital.
P. 19.
a Charles Hall's work is entitled The Effects of Ciailization on the
People in European States.
P. 20.
e Inaccurecv. Robert Owen made the ioilowing note to the 1817

5

principlei we:e c:itical and

Formed

edition of-this book: "The Fi:st Essay was written in 1812, an{ p.ub;
lished earlv in 1813. The Second Essay was written and published
at the end-ot 1813. The Third and the Fourth Essays were w:itten
and published at about ihat very time " (Robert Owen, The Form^a-'
p.25'
tion'of Character, A Nea Vieit of Societg.)

r0 Rohe:t'Owen, Obseruations

Sgsten.
! Bv Act ol

on the Effects of the

Manuf acturinq

P.27.

the employment ol children under
9'at cotton mi1ls w^s prohibited; for child:en between 9 and 16 a
Parliament

in

1819

working day oi l3r/2 hbu:'s was

12

established.

p. 27'

The relerence is made to the 1833 factory law which was introduced in the course ol several years beginning with March I'
183,4. The law a+Iected onlv textile mills and limited the working
dav fo: ihe edulls to 15 h6u:s, ior the children at the age o[ nine
to-thi:teen to t hours and the vouth from 14 to 18 to 12 hours.
Compulsory breaks for meals were introduced rrith an aggregate

duration oi no less than an hour and a half a day. The law also
reaiflrmed the -prohibition oi the night
- work for all workers under

the age oi 18.
13 See Karl Marx, Capital, Vol.

r+

House, Moscow, 1956, p.

In

279.

I,

P.

Foreign Languages Publishing
P-

z/.

1816

and vagrancy were sent to so-called "work-houses," which were
actuallv barracks or prisons for the poor. Hard work, poor food,
humilidtion and a svbtem of punrshment were feature3 of such
"Bastilles for the po6r." Lile ai such institutions was depicted bv

p.28.
Charles Dickens (Oltrter Taist and elsewhere).
to The inausural meetinE of the Association ior Relief ol the Poor
took placE at the London City Tavern and it was there, on August
21, 1817, that Owen gave the address quoted by Plekhanov. (Se-e
R,obert Owen, Address Made at the London Citg Taaern.) p. 29.
tz The "reoolutionary" sgndicalisls formed a petty-bourgeois, semianarchistic trend that appeared in the working-class movement
in a number of West-European countries towards the close of the
19th century. The syndicalists denied the necessity ol the working
class's political struggle, the party's guiding role, and the dictatorship of- the proletaiiat. They- heid that, through a general strike

the- trade unions (syndicates) could overthrow capitalism and as-

sume control ol pioiluction without recourse to revblution. p.34.
r8 In this connection the biography of Henry Hetherington presents
special interest. A composi-tor by trade and a Chartist leader,. he
b'ecame publisher of a riewspapei called The Poor Man's Guardian,
in whictL he waged an open' pblitica,l struggle against the Government. He refuset to pay the fourpenny government tax on each
newspaper, and sold lhe Guardian for td. per paper, placing the
following text under its title: "Published despite the 1aw, so a_s
to test the power of right against the power of mrght. p. 35.
rs In his lVill Hetherington wrote: "l have lived, and am dying,
a resolute foe of injustice and a plundering economic system. ..
Whilst the land, machinery and olher tools and auxiliary means
oi production are in the'hands of idlers, whilst laboui is the
on,ly lot ol the creators of wealth and is merely an article of
trade, which can be bought and ruled by the rich and dronestil,l that time poverty will be the lot oi the majority ol
.

people."

p.

K. Marx, Theorien ilber den Mehrutert, Band III, Ber'lin,
S.

61.

35.

1923,

P.39,
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the great

Rus-

oian socialist. A seneration of Russian revolutior.aries

were

Chernusheusha. NikolaL GaariloaiclL (1828-1889),

sian r6volutionary democrat, mater-ialist philosopher, critic .and Uto-

Iinrio'ht uo on his wr-itinss, which, as Lenin said, breathed the spirit
oi thE c,lais struggle. Che-rnyshevsky
-'filties was "the only really great Rusuntil 1888, -was able-to kLep on
sian writer who]Jrom the
ifr" t.u.i 6i an integral philosophical materialism.' . . B'!- Ch.erny;h;"rkt did not sucieed'in risihg, or, rather, owing to the back*rian6ss of Russian liie, rvas unable to rise to the level of the
iiij..ii.rt maieriatism of Marx and Engels." (Y. I Lenin, M.ate-

27.

a meeting of political and public figures led to the formation of a Committe-e charged wilh flnding means to combat
want. Owen, who was a mem6er of the Committee, add:essed one
of its sessions and then, on the basis of what hc had said, drew
up a report, which he sent ,to the Parliamentary Committee o-n
Pbor-laws. fhis was "A Report Presented to th-e Committee of
the Association for the Relidi oi Industrial and Agricultural Laboure:s." Plekhanov gives an aocount ol this report here. p. 27.
ls According to the poor law of 1834 persons accused of begging

20

2t

rialism and Empirio-Criticistn, Foreign Languages

Publishing

House, Moscow, 1952, P. 377.\

SeL N. G. Chernysh'evsky, Selected Philosophical Essays, Fo:eign
p'
Languages Publishiirg House, Mos-cow, 1953. .
.i?'

of French bourgeois economists
oi ttre siconO half of the l81h c6ntury (Quesnay, Turgot and-others),
who considered agricultural labour the only productive lorm ot
labour and advocited the development ol industrial aericultlrerr.

zz fy['pnfsiocrals werE a group

zs The Babeuvists, or adherents of Babeuf, represented - a "levellins" trend in Utopian communism. In 1796 they iormed a strictly
con"spiratorial orgahization o[ "the Equals," with agents amongst
the riorkers and ioldiers. The aim of this organizalion was a revo'
lutionarv uorisins oi the poor to take place under the guidance
ol a sec"ret'revol[tionary cbmmittee. The moving spirit o[ this consoiracv was Emile Franeois Babeuf, who in 1793 took the name ol
C'amitie and in 1794 thd name of Gracchus, in honour oi the Ro-

P. 4l'
min tribune.
Marx and F. Engels, Selected \ilorhs, Vol. I' Moscow, Foreig-n
p' 42'
L'rnnJas"s Publishin'e House, 1955, p. 61.
2i iruiouiEs (from the* Russian lrud-labour.-Ir.). The -so-called
"Trudovik group" of petty-bourgeois democrats w'as lormed in
April, t906,-by'peasanf de-puties t-o the-lst State Duma. Thls parliimentary' grbup existed in all four Dumas.
The iru?oviks demanded the abolition of all class and national restrictions, a democratic form oi rural. and 'municipal seli'
government, and universal-s'ufrrage in D-uma- elections.-Their .?grar'
ian programm,e was based on Narodnik principles oi equality in
landbwn"ership. All government, tsar-owned and monasterial lands,
as well as piivatel! owned lands exceeding a set limit were to
Iorm a Peo'ple's Land Fund. Compensation . Ior - confiscated privatelv owned land was envisaged, and land reform was to be
carri6d out by local peasant committees. During the World Imperia,list War.of 1914'-lB the Trudoviks

za

11.

took a chdirvinistic stand; following the bourgeois-democratic revo'
lution oi February 1917, they expressed the interests ol the kulaks
and went over to- the camp 6f counter-revolution, together with thg
Peoole's Socialists.
P. 4b.
za Aleiander laanouich Herzen (lBl2-1870), the prominent Russian

revolutionary democrat, materialist philosopher, publicist qld
writer" Herien was a,mong the revolutionaries from among the
77

23

nobility who arose in the first hali oi the l9th century Lenin
ca'led Herzen an outstanding thinker who reached the bo:ders ol
dialectical materialism but failed to achieve historical materialism.
Since he fai-ed to unde:stand the bourgcois drmocratic natu:e of
the 164; movem3nt (Herzen was then living in France), he was
unabie to understand the bourgeois character of the Russian revolution, and wavered between democratism and liberalism. In the
sixties he abandoned liberalism and "turned his eyes .. . towards
the lnterna,ional, to that International that was guided by Marx"
(V. I. Lenin, In Memoy of Herzen). See Heizen A. l. Selected Fhil'
osophical lVo. hs, yslglgn Lz"nguages Punhsh.ng House, tltosc( ry,
p. 48.
19:6.
See K. Marx and F. Engels, The Holg Familg or C,itique of
Critical Lri:ique, rroieign Languages r ublishing Ho,use, .Nioscow,
p. 52.
1956, pp. 17'6, i77.
Saltgkoa , .lVlikhail Ef graf oaicll (penname'. Saltghoo-Sltchedrin\
(1E26 1t89), the well-known kussian sati:ist and revolutionary democrat. His nums:ous w-itings exposed the tsa-'ist bureaucracy, the
serf-owning system in the country and the reactionary essence oi
Russian and inte:national libe:alism and opportunism.
p. 53.
See his The Golottlgoas, Tales, etc.
"The Golden Age, which blind t:adition has placed in the past,
is in the Iuture"-this was one of the iundamental theses of SaintSimon's philosophical and historical system, and was the epigraph
inhis Discourses Literarg, Phllosophical and Industrial (1825), as
well as to the Saint-Simonist jou:nal Le Producleur.
In a series ol essays entitled Abroad M. E. Saltykov-Shchedrin
wrote: ". . . from there (from the France of Saint-Simon, Cabet and
Fourier. . .) there came L st:eam oi f aith in mankind, a confldence
that the 'Goiden Age' is not behind us but before us. .. . In short,
everything that w.rs good, desired and overflowing with love-all
p. 53.
this came f:om there."
Plekhanov has quoted the f amous lines from Heinrich Heine's
Germang

(A \Vinter Tale).
Ein

neues Lied, ein besseres Lied,
O Freunde, aill ich euch dichten:
Ulir aollen hier auf Erden schon

Das Himmelreich

errichten.

p.

54.

'l'olstoi, Leo Niholageuich (182:8-1910) , the great Russian writer,
"a masterly artist who produced not only superb depictions ol
Russian life, but first-class wo:ks oi world lite:ature." (Lenin, Lea
Tolstoi as a Mirror of the Russian Reaolution.) Such of his novels
as lVar and Peace, Anna Karenina and pesurrection hold a promip. 58.
nent place in world lette:s.
Belinskg, Vissarion Grigorgeaich (1811-1848), a prominent representative of Russian mate:ialistic philosophy, great revolutionary
democrat, and literary critic oi genius, who laid the ioundations
of revolutionary democratic aesthetics. He waged a ceaseless struggle for the recognition of the lofty social role of art and branded

a

contemDlative attitude

in art

towards the realities

oi life. Be"

ed only that art genuine which is moved by a proIound ideology, gives people true guidance, znd fights.against so
cial opp:essiSn See, V. -, Beiinsky, Selec;ed PhiLosophicaL lVorhs-,
p. 59.
Foreigi L:^nguages Publishing Hotise, Moscow, 19-6.

linskv

conside.

or

philosophical socialism-a reactionary tren-d 1!gt apin Germany during the Io.ties of the 1',th ceniury, principdlly among the petty-bourgeois intelligentsia. Re-p:eseniatives of this "true" socialism, such as K. Griin, M. Hess,
G. Kriese. substituted ior the ideas ol socialism the sentimental
p:eachin"g of brotherhood and love, and denied the need ior the
'.rend was crit
bourgeoG-democratic revoiution in ermany.. rhis
icized by Karl Marx and Frederick Engels in G-rman ldeologg,
CircuLar- Letter Against Kriege, and Manif esto of lhe Communist

True

peared arid spread

Parlg.

P. 60.

sectarian Utopian communism, which,-to quote Elgels,
Weitling's
"a
positive part "ds the flrst independent theo-retical sti.:ring
played
bf ihe Germrn proietariat"(K. Marx and F. bnge,s, Selected Vorhs,

Vol. II, Foreign Languages Publishing House,Moscow, 1955,p.340) ,
began'to hariper thd d&elopment ol-the proletariat's class conscioulness after the advent of scientific communism. Ihe teason was
that it advocated a grossly "levelling" communism in .a mystical'
ly religious form. Weitling denied the importance of the proletariit's r6volutionary theory and its mass moveme;rt; he p:eache,d
anarchism. His views weie severely criticized by Marx and Enge,ls
at a session of the Brussels.Communist Correspondents' Committee
held on March 30, 1846.
P. 61.
The expression "Peace for the cottages! War on the palacesl"
flrst ap'peared during the French bourgeois revolution of the 18th
centurv. Pierre Joseph Cambon, member ol the Convent and a
Montignard, used this s,logan in his address to the Lonvent when
substantiating the necessity of the decree of December 15, 1792, on
the abolition- of feudal laws. the same slogan was inscribed in
the minutes oi a Convent session held on January 21, 1790. It wa-s
used as an epigraph to Geo:g Biichner's prociamation. p. 62.
36 See F. Lassalie, Uber Verfassungs@esen.
p. 6,r.
37 Geo:g Brichner, Siimtliche lYerke und Briefe, lsipTig, 1922, Inp. 63.
seive:lag, S. 530.
Herzen A. 1., Selected Philosophical \Yorks. Foreign Languages
p. 04.
Pubiishing House, 1956, pp. 346-459.

Bahunin, Mikhail Alexandroaich (1814-1876), the ideologist ol
anarchism and enemy of Marxism and scientiflc socialism. To the
working class's political struggle for the establishment of its dictatorship he counte:posed the "social struggle" which he regarded
as the immediate "d-estruction oi the state" and as an "elemental
outburst" carried out by declassd elements and the peasant-'y. His
tactics oi conspiration, immediate uprisings and terrorism were adventurist and hostile to Marxism.
79
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Accordins to Engels, "Feuerbach said that no other book had
as the first part of- Weitling's .Garan!'i"ri-tlfi i" .rEt cielight
i';;.-H;-;rid that he had" never dedicated any of his books to.any.work to-Ygillinq"
i;;e;.-ilti;tt a sreat desire to dedicate his riext
Marx
called weitling's
The
I,
s.
344).
voung
iMEbA.-Ita.-rV,'art.
-G
;'
#"i"r.J' i rfr .i.i iv,' It n',ne ai ant ie n"' an- un p r-e c e d e nt e d and br il'
Marx, "Kritiir.iiit.iriu d66ut ol the German workers."'(SeevonK'Preussen
unil
iiiii. nritadl"ti., ^ dem Artikel 'Der Kdnig
p' 67'
Ji. sorirf..-form.' Von einem Preussen."l
See K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Vorks, Vol' II, p' 343' p'68'
1n callins Rodbertus a socialist, Plekhanov exaggerated the signiflcance"o[ his works and paid insulflcient attention to the reac-
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another
lorms that would preserve the bourgeoisie.for
wrcre
;b-Ci- v.rii. nodbertu's's conservative and. reactionaly leanings
to by Yleretetel 1q,g^?"q'
Kirc.ttmann, referred
Social Letters to aon Kirchmorzn,
;;;ri;;;;'i;in S;;;;i-Letlers
"*nrlssed
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kffi;;,

riit Zii Erninntnis unseier staats@irtsihattli'
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chen Zustiinde.
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F. Ensels. Preface to the first German edition of
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In this connection Engels wrote: "This is indeed music oitler.e
irtri. ,f rr.i-on-, .titfl't trumpet... . ln so lar, thereforc, aq
il the labour money exchange utop-ia of. Rodi;';r;ihir'";;;"i
bertuS, thiS novelty is simply childish -an-d far below the achtevements'ol his numeious co.i.id.t both before and after him'" .(See
"T'he
Pooertq--o^l

PhiLofiphy." Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow' IgbE,
P'71'
p. ZS. '
K. Mut*, Theorien itber d.en Mehraert, Bd. II, part l, se'ctionJ'

p./d.

See G. V. Plekhanov, The Eeonomic
lagetzoa.
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